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Contributions to Cross & Serpent
are always welcome.
Please contact the editor at
editor@alfaclubvic.org.au to discuss
your ideas. If you are emailing
photographs, or other images, please
supply them in JPEG format at 300dpi
or higher resolution.

All photographs/images submitted
for publication must include detailed
captions, i.e. names of people, event,
location and any other relevant
identifying information. It is presumed
that the supplier of all photographs/
images owns or has approval from the
owner of said copyright to reproduce
the photographs/images.

AROCA (Vic) is affiliated with CAMS Ltd
(Confederation of Australian
Motorsport) and is a member of the
MSCA (Marque Sports Car Association).
The Views expressed in this magazine
represent those of the individual
contributor/s and are not necessarily
those of or shared by the Club, the
Committee, the Members or the
Magazine.
Club Nights are held at Bell’s Hotel,
Cnr Moray and Coventry Streets South
Melbourne on the second Wednesday
each month (except January),
commencing at 8pm. Many members
arrive early to enjoy a meal and a chat
with fellow members. Visitors are
always welcome.

Front Cover Photo:
For this front cover we picked out a
photo from the polo at Portsea in
January where Alfa Romeo, as the
major sponsor of the event, had a very
visible presence at the event, with a
Stelvio and a number of Giulia sedans
placed in prominent positions at the
venue.
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Club Contacts
Committee
President
Mandy Thompson, 0412 806 240
E: president@alfaclubvic.org.au

Secretary
Laura Tangey, 0400 561 730
E: secretary@alfaclubvic.org.au

Treasurer
Alan Hopla, 0418 388 019
E: treasurer@alfaclubvic.org.au

Vice President
Sam Tartaglia, 0459 542 070
E: vicepresident@alfaclubvic.org.au

Competition Secretary
Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
E: compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

Membership Secretary
Oscar Amante, 0415 266 903
E: membership@alfaclubvic.org.au

Register Co-ordinator
John Hanslow, 0409 961 719
E: register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Public Relations
Position Vacant

Social Secretary
Ari Semertzidis, 0407 714 418
E: social@alfaclubvic.org.au

MSCA Delegate
Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
E: compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

Driver Training Co-ordinator
Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
E: compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

Club Permit Scheme
Ivan Ciardullo, 0412 386 195
E: cps@alfaclubvic.org.au

Advertising Co-ordinator
Sam Tartaglia, 0459 542 070
E: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au

Editor
Barry Edmunds, 0405 383 431
E: editor@alfaclubvic.org.au

Co-opted Members
National Co-ordinator
Victor Lee, 0419 828 828
Webmaster
Position Vacant
Goldfields Chapter
Leon Cottle, 0407 680 384
E: goldfieldschapter@alfaclubvic.org.au

Register Captains
Vintage & Classic Series
All RL, 6C, 750, 2600, 101		
Ron Loccisano, 0418 565 700
E: vintageclassic@alfaclubvic.org.au

105 Series
All Giulia Coupes, Sedans & Spiders
Gary Pearce, 0417 365 929
E: 105register@alfaclubvic.org.au

116 & 160 Series
Alfetta, Giulietta, 75, 90, SZ, RZ, 164
Claude Botti, 0418 540 016
E: 116register@alfaclubvic.org.au

900 Series
Alfasud, Sprint & 33		
Colin Thomas, 0407 090 826
E: 900register@alclubvic.org.au

932 Series
147, 156, GTV, Spider & GT
David Hewison, 0425 432 037
E: 932register@alfaclubvic.org.au

939 Series
159, Brera & Brera Spider
Jessey Vidanovski, 0468 306 006
E: 939register@alfaclubvi.org.au

Current Models

Alfa GT Owners Group (AGOG)
Leon Cottle, 0407 680 384
E: goldfieldschapter@alfaclubvic.org.au

Giulietta, Mito & 4C
Max Maltese - 0411 172 834
E: currentregister@alfaclubvic.org.au

r & Club
Life Membe right
David W

156 GTA & 147 GTA Series
David Hewison, 0425 432 037
E: 932register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Life Members
John Edwards (Dec) 1979
Anne Beck 1983
Don Dickson 1983
Norm Craven-Kelly (Dec) 1990
Don Matthews 1990
David Wright 1990
Ernie Stock (Dec) 1990
Joan Stock 1990
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Brian Horman (Dec) 1991
Tom Woolnough (Dec) 1988
Anne Woolnough 1988
Ray Sharp (Dec) 1991
Colin Beck (Dec) 1994
David Floyd 1998
Victor Lee 2005
Hugh Harrison 2005

Wendy Harrison 2005
Ross Flood 2007
Vin Sharp 2007
Marie Sharp 2007
Andrew Carra 2011
Stuart Thomson 2011
Bruno Colautti 2011
Mary Colautti 2011

Neil Choi 2011
Anthony Sharp 2012
Colin Thomas 2014
Alister Grigg 2014
Barry Edmunds 2016

Patron

Club Calendar at a glance
March 2018
MAR

10-11
MAR

May 2018

Phillip Island Classic, Alfa Romeo Club Display
Contact: Paul O’Connor, 0417 800 918

Club Night @ Bells Hotel

14

Cnr Moray & Coventry Streets, South Melbourne

MAR

Sunday Drive - Lilydale to Noojee

18

Contact: Ari Semertzidis, 0407 714 418
social@alfaclubvic.org.au

MAR

Australian F1 Grand Prix, Albert Park

23-25
MAR

Contact: Martin Lever
alpinealfisti@gmail.com

MAY

Club Night @ Bells Hotel

9
MAY

Workshop Visit - Mauceri Motors
9 Meriton Place, Clayton
Contact: Claude Botti, 0418 540 016
116register@alfaclubvic.org.au

MAY

Café Society Gathering (Breakfast) Tiamo Coffee Restaurant
Contact: Ron Loccisano, 0418 565 700
vintageclassic@alfaclubvic.org.au

AROCA Vic 2018 Sprint Series Rd 4, Sandown

19

Contact: Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

MAY

Sunday Drive - East of Melbourne Adventure

27

Alfesta 2018, AROCA NSW

Cnr Moray & Coventry Streets, South Melbourne

11

MAY

April 2018

Alpine Alfisti Tour - Beechworth & Bright

5-6

13

Alfesta 2018, AROCA NSW

30-31

APR

MAY

Contact: Gary Pearce, 0417 365 929
105register@alfaclubvic.org.au

1-2
APR

June 2018

Club Night @ Bells Hotel

11

Cnr Moray & Coventry Streets, South Melbourne

APR

Deadline for May 2018 Cross & Serpent

13

Contact the Editor, 0405 383 431
editor@alfaclubvic.org.au

APR

AROCA Vic 2018 Sprint Series Rd 3, Winton
Contact: Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

14
APR

14-15
APR

21
APR

28
APR

29

JUN

9
JUN

Auto Italia Canberra, Pialligo Estate Canberra
Note: New venue this year. Close to Canberra Airport.
Contact: Mal Muir, 0430 339 552
malfa33@gmail.com

AROCA Vic 2018 Sprint Series Rd 5, Winton
Contact: Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

Club Night @ Bells Hotel

13

Cnr Moray & Coventry Streets, South Melbourne

JUN

Deadline for July Cross & Serpent

15

Contact the Editor, 0405 383 431
editor@alfaclubvic.org.au

JUN

AROCA Vic 2018 Sprint Series Rd 6, Phillip Island

30

Contact: Neil Choi, 0433 116 647
compsec@alfaclubvic.org.au

Workshop Visit - Art on Wheels
Pilgrim Crt Ringwood
Contact: Colin Thomas, 0407 090 826
900register@alfaclubvic.org.au
Fox Museum Visit – Docklands
Contact: Colin Thomas, 0407 090 826
900register@alfaclubvic.org.au
Sunday Drive - to Trentham
Contact: Max Maltese, 0411 172 834
currentregister@alfaclubvic.org.au

Note: Event dates and details are correct at the time of publication, but are subject to change at short notice. Please check the Club’s website for any updates or late changes to events.

Postal Addresses
To avoid any confusion or delay in attending to correspondence to the Club, please ensure that all correspondence is addressed
to the appropriate club officers at the Post Office Boxes listed below.
General Enquiries
The Secretary, AROCA Vic
PO Box 216
Camberwell Vic 3124

Membership Enquiries & Renewals
Membership Secretary, AROCA Vic
PO Box 216
Camberwell Vic 3124

CPS Applications & Renewals
CPS Officer, AROCA Vic
PO Box 7076
Banyule VIC 3084
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Benvenuti a tutti

W

e started the year off with the
annual January BBQ, this time
at Yarra Bend, with 30 people
enjoying some outdoor cooking and a
chat on what was a glorious Melbourne
night. We even managed to fit in a game
of Bocce but it turned out to be a bit
one-sided though finishing at 11 to 0 so
obviously some people are going to have
to get in some (perhaps a lot) practice
if the club is going to retain the Bocce
Challenge Cup in our annual battle with
the Fiat Club later in the year.

Stay tuned for the events coming up; a
New Members Night (as soon as the date
can be finalised), the Italian Auto Icons
in Lygon Street on Sunday March 4th, the
Club Display at the Phillip Island Classic
the following weekend and then the
Australian F1 Grand Prix at Albert Park
just one week later.

Then it was the club’s first competition
event for the year at Broadford and it was
a very successful event. Aside from the
turn-out of competitors there were also
20 members who took part in the parade
laps of this interesting track. We plan on
repeating this parade lap opportunity
at other sprint meetings during the
year so, if you have never been out on
a race circuit, come along and try the
experience, albeit at a much slower pace,
to see what the competitors in the club
sprints do.

March is certainly going to be another
busy month for club members. I hope you
will all be part of it and enjoy yourselves
but above all do it safely.

A week after Broadford it was Spettacolo
and what a terrific weekend it was. It
started off with 35 people, including some
interstate visitors, at Jimmy Watsons
Wine Bar in Carlton on the Saturday night
where we enjoyed tapas and wine/s and
more than a little bit of chatting.
That was followed up with Spettacolo at
Xavier College in Kew on the Sunday. It
was an excellent turn out of cars with
around 250 Alfa Romeos on the oval
which was a great result considering
the 40 degree temperature, the long
weekend and the short time available
at our disposal to organise a new date
and new venue after the weather-forced
cancellation in December. I’m sure that
John Hanslow was very pleased with the
result of his hard work getting it all done
in such a short time. Thanks very much
to everyone for their support.
Several club members ventured up to
Bathurst for the Liqui Moly 12 Hour,
some as spectators and some as
competitors so I’m sure that we will hear
all about their endeavours in following
magazine articles. Congratulations to
those involved.
The first workshop visit for the year was
to Alfa Donnini Repairs in Malvern East.
As well as being a club member for
quite a few years not only is Alex a car
enthusiast but he has lots of experience
with Alfa Romeo cars, especially the
newer models, which he is willing to pass
on to club members so I’m sure that we
can look forward to Alex hosting many
more of these visits in the future.
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I’ll certainly be supporting the Alfa
Romeo Sauber Formula 1 Team when it
makes its debut in the first Grand Prix of
the season here in Melbourne.

As you would all be aware, the club’s
AGM is coming up in May and this
important event will include the election
of committee members for the following
year. All committee positions become
vacant at the AGM and all eligible club
members can nominate for any one of
the 10 committee positions. All clubs like
ours rely on having “new blood” join the
leadership ranks of the club to steer the
club ahead and we are no different.
If you are interested in any of the
committee
or
co-opted
member
positions, please talk to myself or one of
the other current committee members to
find out what is involved.
Throughout the past year your current
committee has worked both hard and
well together, and achieved quite a lot
during the year, most of which is not
always readily seen.
One of the tasks that I have been very
keen to address is bringing the club’s
social and sprint activities closer
together and small steps have been
made in this by introducing parade laps at
sprint meetings. As I mentioned earlier,
this was started at Broadford in January
and was successful so we are planning
on doing this at other sprint meetings
during the year. Thanks to everyone who
participated at Broadford. I hope you
enjoyed the experience I look forward to
seeing you at other sprint events during
the coming year.
I was very concerned to hear about an
incident that took place during a recent
club outing, in which a motor cyclist was
apparently forced off the road, due, I am
told, by the actions of a club member, or
one of the participants in this particular
club event.
Please remember that any time club
members participate in an event, such
as a Sunday Drive or any other ‘official’
club activity, they and very importantly,

New Members
Lance Emerson
Leigh Boughton
Rod Veale
Lynda Veale
Leah Bansemer
Patrick Latin
Daniel Travaglini
Matthew Travaglini
David Livolsi
Sarah Pratt
James Pratt
Erin Pratt
Emma Pratt
Fabio Ramunni
Kathy Ramunni
Liam Rodda
Chris Wright
Timothy Wright
Tom Taylor
Clive Massel
Anthony Bufalo
Joe Bufalo
Raffaele Di Censo
Giuseppe Lo Presti
Enza Lo Presti
Christina Rymer
Sebastian Rymer
Fabian Rymer
Michael Newman
Michael Carr
Nicholas Rossi
Michael Rossi
Paul Ciempka
Alison Fairbairn
Francesco Arcieri
Robert Tamburro
Gary Yip
Greg Blackwood
Walter Corsi
Louisa Morgana
Nicholas Shannon
Tanya Antolos
Frank Antolos
Nicholas Shardey
Chris Ralph

GTV 1750
Berlina 2000
Alfetta GT
147 JTDm
GTV6
Giulietta QV
159 JTD TI

Giulietta
156
Alfetta GTV6
Giulia
159 2.2 JTS
159 2.2 JTS
Spider
159 2.4 JTDm

Alfetta GTV
Alfetta GTV
Giulietta Sprint
147 Twin Spark
Alfetta
4C Spider
Porsche Cayman S
Lexus SFL
Alfasud TI
147 GTA
Giulia
105
147 GTA

this club is on show to the public and any
inappropriate behaviour by individuals
can reflect badly on this club and the
marque. If you spot someone behaving
badly during a club event, just have a
quite word to them to assure them that
their actions are not appropriate.
I’d like to close off by extending a very
warm welcome to the new members who
have joined the club recently. It is very
rewarding to see so many newcomers to
the club which makes me believe that we,
as a club, are doing something right.
Fino La Prossima Volta
Mandy Thompson

Editorial

I

’d like to start off on a bright note
to pass on VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY
WISHES to the venerable John Emery
who is now able to add an OBE - Over
Bloody Eighty - to his name. Well done
John and may there be many, many more
to come.
Has anyone noticed how Algorithm
seems to be the current buzz word? But
what is an algorithm?
Unless you are into mathematics or
computer science, it probably doesn’t
mean much at all but you may have
seen it mentioned in articles about
autonomous or driver-less cars which
have been getting a lot of media coverage
of late, so I hope the following helps.
According to one dictionary that I
occasionally have to rely on, admittedly a
very old one, an algorithm is described as
a clearly-defined sequence of operations
for solving a particular mathematical
problem or, as one definition put it - a
fancy to-do list for a computer.
In mathematics and computer science,
an algorithm is an unambiguous
specification of how to solve a class
of problems. Algorithms can perform
calculation,
data
processing
and
automated reasoning tasks.
For what it is worth, and this will be the
sum total of today’s history lesson, the
word ‘algorithm’ comes from the name
of a Persian mathematician called AlKhwārizmī (c. 780–850).
A simple example of an algorithm is a
recipe, as it tells you, step by step, what
you need to do, takes inputs (ingredients)
and produces an output (the completed
dish).
What is this all about, you may ask. Well,
over the recent Christmas and New
Year break I did a bit of reading and one
article that caught my eye mentioned
autonomous cars and algorithms.
Autonomous or driver-less cars, have
been getting a fair amount of media
coverage with predictions that it won’t
be very long before we are all zipping
about in said autonomous or driver-less
cars, aka cars controlled and operated by
computers programmed by algorithms.

Now, and at the risk of stating the
bleeding obvious, or me just being
cynical, when the day comes when
autonomous or driverless cars take over
the roads that will be a field day for the
lawyers who will get involved in sorting
out who was at fault - or responsible,
when said autonomous or driver-less
vehicle is involved in a prang. Adding to
my inherent cynicism but I can already
see some in the legal profession smiling
as they work out how they are going to
make a mottza from the aftermath of
the inevitable prangs involving driverless
vehicles.
It does seem however that not everyone
is convinced that our roads are about to
be taken over by swarms of driver-less
vehicles. The writer of this particular
article suggested that while the
autonomous car is hot news, it is not
going to happen, because of algorithms.
Algorithms, no matter how advanced and
sophisticated, cannot be trusted to make
the correct decision 100% of the time
when confronted with the myriad of onthe-spot decisions needed that humans
do every day, including those involving a
motor vehicle.
As the writer stated, humans are not
infallible but if they are going to relinquish
control of a motor vehicle, or anything
else for that matter, to an algorithm
then said algorithm must be absolutely
foolproof.
The case of the Tesla driverless car
involved in a fatal accident in the US in
2016 comes to mind. The cause of that
‘accident’ was found to be ‘that the
Tesla car, in autopilot mode, could not
differentiate between a light grey truck
and trailer turning across its path and
the light grey horizon behind the truck
and trailer.
The US National Highway Safety
Traffic Administration exonerated car
manufacturer Tesla, concluding that the
car didn’t cause the driver’s death but it
was due to the not infallible computer
vision.

In short the algorithm hadn’t been
adequately programmed to cover this
eventuality.
It seems that the oil industry has come
up with another sneaky way to gouge the
motorist, even more so than usual; by
increasing the gap between standard 91
petrol and the higher grade 95.
Usually the gap between 91 and 95 is
eight cents a litre but while filling the
Super’s tank recently I noticed the gap
on this occasion was actually 12 cents
a litre. I have always regarded the oil
industry’s use of the term ‘price cycle’ to
explain fluctuations in the cost of petrol
with more than a degree of skepticism
and more to do with price manipulation
by the oil industry than price cycle so I
guess that I shouldn’t be at all surprised
at anything the industry does these days.
It would be interesting to get an
explanation from the oil industry why it
suddenly costs an extra 4 cents a litre
to produce 95 octane rated petrol than it
did a week or so earlier. Then again, why
does it cost so much more to produce 95
and 98 grade petrols anyway?
As you wade your way through this
magazine you will see, and hopefully
enjoy reading something new in the
way of content. C&S has acquired a
new contributor, club member Barry
Oosthuizen, who has embarked on a
program to interview some club members
about their cars and their involvement
with the club.
In the first of what is planned to be an
on-going series in future issues of C&S
Barry caught up with long term club
member, life member and the club’s first
female president, Anne Beck.
As always thanks to those who have
contributed to this issue and I hope that
you will all enjoy reading all that we have
managed to squeeze in between the
covers.
Carp Diem
Barry
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Bits & Pieces
Alfa Romeo Bets Big and Wins
Alfa Romeo outperformed all others in
U.S. sales in 2017, posting the biggest
surge in U.S. sales for the year, a
noteworthy result from an industry
seemingly mesmerized with battery
packs and self-piloted transportation
pods.
The two new vehicles that helped AlfaRomeo grow sales 23-fold in 2017 - the
Giulia and the Stelvio - certainly have
plenty of appeal, be it from style, powerful
engines, excellent finish or anything else
that matters to buyers. Motor Trend
magazine crowned the new Giulia its Car
of the Year 2017.
To achieve this FCA assembled a group of
marketing gurus and Ferrari engineers
and told them to not only dream big,
by creating vehicles with great weight
distribution, lots of horsepower and
mouthwatering design, and promised to
“protect” them from the people who look
for the profit sharing that come with the
kinds of parts-sharing, co-operation, and
badge engineering that make for a good
result on the all-important bottom line.
Hardly surprising that other automotive
executives are watching the Alfa Romeo
experiment closely which, according to
industry insiders, is not quite the norm in
today’s automotive world.
Fans of the Italian marque have long
known that their favourite cars have
curb appeal, powerful engines, solid
engineering and earned bragging
rights the old-fashioned way - through
performance.
Alfa Romeo is after all, the brand
responsible for what some call the
sexiest car ever made. Which Alfa is that
I hear you ask? My vote would be the 33
Stradale.
In America Alfa Romeo is starting with
the bar set at a low level, largely through
being largely dormant for the last quarter
of a century, Alfa selling only 528 cars in
2016 but after the launch of the Giulia
and the Stelvio they have stolen market
share from their luxury set rivals BMW,
Mercedes and Cadillac.
One Alfa Romeo dealer in Nashville
has had trouble keeping the Giulia in
stock, mostly because it’s such a bold
offering with buyers looking for the
high performance TI Sport package,
preferably in a bright color. Sales
manager Mitchell Sherwood said “It was
a little counterintuitive for us. They’re
definitely not buying it in silver with black
interior and trying to blend in.”
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With just 177 dealers in the US, roughly
half as many as BMW and Mercedes and
in the two segments it has nudged its way
into, Alfa still has a way to go.
“We want to make sure we earn our
position in the segment,” said Pieter
Hogeveen, Alfa’s director in North
America. “It’s not just chasing sales
numbers for us. If Alfa Romeo can keep
convincing enough drivers it’s special, it
will have the pricing power to tune up a
profit.”

New Giulietta
British Touring Car Championship team
HMS Racing and Evesham driver Rob
Austin unveiled their new Alfa Romeo
Giulietta at the Autosport International
Show in Birmingham. The car will be in
action at the pre-season BTCC media day
test at Donington Park later this month.
The Swindon-based HMS Racing will be
running as Duo Motorsport HMS in the
2018 BTCC championship.

Alfa Romeo’s renaissance in the U.S. has
helped shore up Fiat Chrysler’s profit,
even as sales skidded at sibling brands
Chrysler and Jeep.
Alfa Romeo may never be big enough to
carry the FCA’s dead weight, but what it
lacks in size, it makes up for in style.
New Directors at FCA
FCA Australia has announced the
appointment of two new Directors to its
senior leadership team - Neil Whitehead
as Director of Aftersales and Mark
Palavestra as Director of Sales, both
reporting to FCA Australia’s President
and CEO, Steve Zanlunghi.
Neil joined FCA Australia in December
with over 25 years of automotive industry
experience while working as a Director
across a variety of organisations. His
role at FCA Australia includes overseeing
aftersales field management, service,
parts and accessories, warranty,
customer care, CRM, technical training
and warehouse operations.

Five-Star Stelvio
The Stelvio, like the Giulia before it, has
scored five stars in Euro NCAP safety
tests, and a best-in-category rating of
97% for adult occupancy.

Mark joins FCA Australia from a
background of 20 years in the automotive
industry and, as FCA Australia’s Sales
Director, he will be responsible for all
aspects of sales operations.

The five-star rating reflects the Stelvio’s
standard comprehension active safety
systems, such as the integrated Brake
System, Lane Departure Warning, Blind
Spot Monitoring, Forward Collision
Warning and Autonomous Emergency
Brake with pedestrian detection. The
Stelvio was also praised for its rigid body
shell, which makes widespread use of
carbonfibre, aluminium and aluminium
composite.

In announcing the appointments, Mr
Zanlunghi said both are joining FCA at
a critical time. “We spent a significant
amount of time in 2017 focussed
on building foundations within our
business and the dealer network as we
prepare ourselves for what is going to
be an incredibly exciting year for FCA
Australia.”

The TCR expansion continues: next stop
- Australia
WSC Ltd, the organisation behind TCR,
and the Confederation of Australian
Motor Sport (CAMS) have signed a fiveyear agreement for the development
of a TCR Australia Touring Car Series
expected to begin in 2019.

“In order to achieve our objectives
and continue our journey to deliver
exceptional customer experience, it was
important to appoint strong leaders. I
am confident both Mark and Neil will
be fantastic additions to our leadership
team with their combined experience
and customer-focussed approaches.”

This is the first time CAMS has adopted an
international set of Technical Regulations
for Touring Car racing since Super
Touring in the 90s. CAMS will confirm
the series’ promoter in due course, with
expressions of interest now open.

“With the unprecedented number of
product launches and recent strategic
leadership hires, we are very excited
about our future,” said Mr. Zanlunghi.

Club Permit Scheme

Marcello Lotti, CEO of WSC said:
“The deal with CAMS adds a fourth
continent to those – Europe, Asia and
the Americas – where TCR series have
already been established. This is also a
great challenge, because Touring Car
racing is hugely popular in Australia
and the local motor sport fans are
enthusiastic and competent. We are
confident that they will soon learn to
love TCR just as has happened with
their fellow fans across the rest of the
world.”
Eugene Arocca, CEO of CAMS said:
“This is an exciting development
for Australian motor sport. TCR will
provide the opportunity for affordablecost, competitive action in cars that
are direct derivatives of popular road
going cars. We are looking forward
to working with manufacturers and
competitors to ensure the success of
this category. The worldwide interest
in TCR has been very encouraging
and we anticipate that the competitive
Australian car buying market will see
a number of manufacturers support
the category. We are now inviting
expressions of interest from relevant
parties in regards to the promotion
of the TCR Australia series through a
commercial management agreement.
Anyone interested in finding out more
should head to cams.com.au.”
Alfa’s New Sports Car
According to a usually reliable source
out of Europe, Alfa Romeo is set to
introduce a new 6C sports car later
this year, or early in 2019, before going
into production in 2020.

The rumored new 6C will be sold
alongside the 4C with reports that the
4C is to be updated, or even moved
to an all-new platform and with a
different engine, for the 2019 model
year before the next gen version is
rolled out or replaced.
Alfa Romeo’s technical chief Roberto
Fedeli said recently that the company
needs something sporty in its portfolio
for it to be considered a serious
producer of performance cars and
with Alfa re-entering F1 with Sauber
this year it would be no surprise to
anyone that a new sporty model is in
the pipeline.
With the 2.9 litre twin turbo V6 from
the Giulia QV under the bonnet there
can be no doubt at all that this new 6C
would certainly fit the bill as a serious
performance car.
There are also reports that Alfa is
working on a new full-size SUV,
to underpin the Stelvio and Giulia
models and will have a 400 hp hybrid
powertrain and seating for up to seven
passengers.

New Applications
1. Applicants must be a current Club
member and able to prove ownership
of the vehicle.
2. Obtain a Roadworthy Certificate from
an authorised tester.
3. Complete the Club Permit Application
Form and Vehicle Eligibility Form
(forms can be downloaded from the
VicRoads website).
4. Select the 45 or 90 day option.
5. Provide a stamped self-addressed envelope.
6. Take digital colour photos (not hard
copies) of the car showing front, rear,
driver’s side, and with the driver’s door
open. For convertibles, also take one
photo with the roof off.
7. Send Roadworthy Certificate, proof
of ownership, completed VicRoads
forms and the stamped self-addressed
envelope to “CPS, PO Box 7076,
Banyule Vic 3084”.
8. Email the digital photos to “cps@
alfaclubvic.org.au” advising the permit
application is in the mail.
9. The signed forms will be returned to
you in the stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
10. Take the forms and payment to
VicRoads who will then issue you with
your new Club Plates.
Renewals
1. Applicants must be a current Club
member and still the registered owner
of the vehicle.
2. On receipt of your CPS Registration
Renewal from VicRoads, sign where
required.
3. Select the 45 or 90 day option.
4. Provide a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
5. Send renewal form and stamped, selfaddressed envelope to “CPS, PO Box
7076 Banyule Vic 3084”.
6. The CPS Officer will check the
membership records and then return
the signed renewal form to you.
7. Upon receipt of the signed renewal
form, take the signed renewal form
and payment to VicRoads.
8. The renewal form has the option of
allowing the vehicle owner to pay the
renewal fee by enclosing a cheque
made payable to Vic Roads. In that
case, enclose a cheque payable to Vic
Roads but ensure that the stamped
self-addressed envelope you enclose
is addressed to Vic Roads.
Full details of the Club Permit Scheme are
provided in the AOMC Handbook. Copies of
the Handbook are available, $6.50 per copy
including postage) from the Club’s CPS Officer,
Ivan Ciardullo, cps@alfaclubvic.org.au.
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Notice of AGM of Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia Vic Inc (the Club).

Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia

M

As reported to the membership late last year, the Australian
Tax Office has conducted an audit of this Clubs’ Not For Profit
status, which revealed that two items in the Club’s rules are not
fully aligned with the requirements of the ATO.

The Ordinary Business of the AGM to be conducted is:

The ATO has advised that the club should amend the rules to
meet these requirements.

embers are advised that the 2018 Annual General
Meeting (AGM) of the Club will be held at Bells Hotel,
157 Moray St, South Melbourne on Wednesday May
9th, commencing after the completion of the normal Club Night
business.

•

To confirm the Minutes of the previous (2017) AGM.

•

To receive Committee Reports of the past year’s activities

•

To receive Financial Reports

•

To deal with any Special Business of which 21 Days notice
has been given to the Secretary

To elect eight (8) Officeholders and two (2) Ordinary Members
to serve on the Committee for the following year. All Committee
positions become vacant at the AGM and any members
interested in any committee position/s are encouraged to
nominate. Nomination forms and proxy forms are also available
on the Club’s website. www.alfaclubvic.org.au All Nominations
for Committee positions must be lodged with the Secretary of
the Club 14 days prior to the meeting.
•

Motion to amend authorised signatories for The Clubs bank
accounts to reflect newly elected executive committee

•

General Business

I am proposing that the following amendments be presented
at the club’s Annual General Meeting for ratification by the
members.
35.4 The assets and income of the Association shall be applied
solely in furtherance of its above-mentioned objects and no
portion shall be distributed directly or indirectly to the members
of the Association except as bona fide compensation for services
rendered or expenses incurred on behalf of the Association.
37.3 In the event of the Association being dissolved, the amount
that remains after such dissolution and the satisfaction of all
debts and liabilities shall be transferred to another organisation
with similar purposes which is not carried on for the profit or
gain of its individual members.
Alan Hopla,
Treasurer, AROCA Vic.
(Victoria Division) Inc.
ABN 85 862 959 314

Nomination Form For 2018 Committee

C

lub Members are advised that the Election of the Committee will take place at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Club
at Bells Hotel, 157 Moray St, South Melbourne on Wednesday May 9th 2018.

Nomination Form
I wish to Nominate: .............................................................

Membership Number:......................................................................

For the Position of:..............................................................
Nominator:...........................................................................

Membership Number:......................................................................

Signature:.............................................................................
Seconder:.............................................................................

Membership Number:......................................................................

Signature:.............................................................................
Nominee:..............................................................................

Membership Number:......................................................................

Signature:.............................................................................

Membership Number:......................................................................

All nominations must be lodged with the Secretary of the Club 14 days prior to the Annual General Meeting.
Please return nomination form to:
The Secretary
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia
PO Box 216
Camberwell Vic 3124
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Appointment Of Proxy For 2018 Election

M

embers are advised that the 2018 Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Club will be held at Bell’s Hotel, 157 Moray Street,
South Melbourne on Wednesday May 9th.

I:................................................................................................
(Name)

Membership Number:.................................................................

of:.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
(Address)
being a current financial member of the Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia Vic Inc., appoints
Name:............................................................................................ Membership Number:..................................................................
of:.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
(Address)
being a current financial member of The Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia, Vic Inc, as my proxy vote for me, on my behalf, at
the Annual General Meeting of the Club to be held on Wednesday May 9th 2018, and any adjournment of that meeting.
My proxy is authorised to vote in Favour/Against the following resolution(s)
Signature: . ...............................................................................
All Proxy’s must be lodged with the Secretary of the Club 24 Hours prior to the Annual General Meeting.
Please return Proxy Form to:
The Secretary
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Australia
PO Box 216
Camberwell Vic 3124
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portsea polo

1

F

ollowing on from last year, when
Alfa Romeo took over from Jeep
as the major sponsor of the annual
Portsea Polo event, Alfa Romeo returned
for the 2018 event, using the event for the
public debut of the all new Stelvio SUV.
Portsea is obviously THE SOCIAL EVENT
to be seen at to kick start the new year
and once again the social set turned out
in large numbers to enjoy the polo and the
hospitality on offer in the numerous and
pavilions. Some attendees probably even
managed to keep track of the action out
on the polo field and the other activities
on the day.
There was no doubting Alfa Romeo’s
involvement with a Stelvio in pride of
place out in front of the large and very
impressive Alfa Romeo pavilion and a few
Giulias in prominent spots close to the
main entry gate.
While the day was ostensibly about the
polo there were a few other attractions/
distractions on and off the polo field to
entertain the crowd; among them fashion
competitions for both men and women, a
100 metre or there abouts dash for both
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4

genders. Being seen in the right company
was also obviously high on the agenda for
the usual suspects.
Despite the change in the weather, there
was no let up in the polo games during
the afternoon, the players seemingly
oblivious to a bit of rain while some of
the crowd scurried for cover in to the
various sponsor pavilions to indulge in
the refreshments and likely wishing they
had dressed for the weather rather than
the fashion for such an event.
Whilst my knowledge of polo has not
improved over the past year I am assured
by those who know the sport that this
year’s event was well up to standard and
it was also very entertaining. Watching
the action on the pole field there is no
doubt at all that this is a very serious
sporting activity played by very talented
men and women on horseback with
no quarter asked for or given by any
participant. One of my fellow watchers
commented that it was like watching
close quarter combat on horses as the
players chased and played the ball from
one end of the field to the other. As much
as the ability of the players is admired so

5

too the horses as they race all over the
field at speed and then change direction
just as quickly. Such is the pace of the
game and the demands on the horses
that riders change mounts frequently
during a game.

2

3

7
6

8

1

Pride of place for the new Stelvio, right at the front
of the Alfa Romeo pavilion.

2

Ladies fashions on the field - polo style, one of the
extra events on the day at Portsea.

3

Spotted in the car park was this GTA, real or a
replica?

4

James Fantauzzo and actress wife Asher Keddie
were among Alfa Romeo’s guests at the polo,
snapped here with FAC’s Fulvio Antonelli.

5

This pair of Giulias were well positioned to catch
the eye of the crowd as they entered the polo
venue.

6

With another Giulia QV positioned at the front
of the Alfa pavilion there was no doubting the
marque’s presence.

7

AFL football legend Matthew Lloyd and wife Lisa
were among the high profile guests of Alfa Romeo.

8

Close quarter riding is part and parcel of any game
of polo.
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Members and their Machines
was a dream come true. I still think it is
one of the best looking cars ever made!”
she said.
It was a sad day when it was time to pass
the ochre yellow GTV on and for some years
Anne was without an Alfa.
Persistent hints to Colin that a replacement
GTV would be a good thing eventually paid
dividends for Anne when Colin presented
her with a white GTV for her 50th birthday.
Colin had restored the car to perfection and it
went on to win prizes in most of the concours
competitions in which it was entered.

1

W

elcome to Members & their
Machines, a new feature telling
interesting tales about some
of our 1000-plus members and their
passion for the Alfa Romeo marque. We
hope you enjoy these informal chats with
club members who have enjoyed being
part of AROCA’s 49 year history.
In this first profile piece, we chat with long
term AROCA member Anne Beck. Anne
and husband Colin joined the club in 1970
and her involvement and membership
history personifies her enthusiasm for
all things Alfa Romeo. Her contribution to
the club over many years and her tenure
as its first female president exemplifies
her commitment to the Club.
After Colin passed away six years ago
Anne moved from Melbourne to Ballarat
to be near family but she continues to
enjoy club membership by participating
in Goldfield AROCA events.
Born in Chippenham, England 160
kilometres west of London, Anne’s
family migrated to Australia in 1948.
Anne’s interest in things mechanical was
perhaps influenced by her father, who
was an engineer.
For her first career, Anne chose teaching.
“I always wanted to teach and loved it.
I retired in 1994, taking advantage of the
package deals offered to senior teaching
staff by the Kennett government. My
retirement from work was short lived as
my daughter (Angela) and I opened and
ran ladies clothing boutiques in Carlton
and South Melbourne from 1999 to 2013.
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“My retail experience is now put to use in
the community through my work in the
St John of God Hospital gift shop and as
Treasurer on its auxiliary committee in
Ballarat”.
“Spending time with grand children and
family, playing bridge twice a week and
helping on the committee of the Ballarat
Bridge Club, Probus Club membership,
reading, my garden and the Alfa Club keep
my calendar busy,” she said.
Anne and Alfas
Anne and her husband Colin shared an
enthusiasm for cars. “For Colin and me,
cars were always an integral part of our
lives. I was a keen driver and always ready
to have a go at different driving tests,” said
Anne.
“We owned many different makes including
Austin Healy, MGA Twin Cam, numerous
MGBs, a TR4, Jaguar Mark II and a V8
Valiant. Colin managed a panel shop at a
Mercedes Benz dealership so we had many
different models of them as daily drivers
over the years.
“But the best of all was our first Alfa - a
1969 105 1750 GTV in ochre yellow colour
purchased from Alec Mildren in Sydney
in 1969. We were hooked after seeing
the press release publicity but we had to
get it in Sydney because there were none
available in Melbourne.
“I just loved the look initially, but after
driving it, I enjoyed the way it handled, the
power, the exhaust note, everything about
it. Being able to have one in my early 20s

2

Today Anne’s daily drive is a Mercedes
Benz. What else would Anne like to have
in her garage?
“I love vintage, veteran and classic Alfas.
I like the recent models, but as with so
many new cars on the road today, I don’t
think they stand out as individually as
they once did.”
“If I could own any car in the world
it would be an SS 100 Jaguar - a
spectacular looking car from yesterday!
Or from today’s cars I would pick a new
SL Mercedes. Black of course!
Anne and AROCA
Joining in 1970, Anne and Colin were
among early members of the club. Soon
Anne progressed from just being an
active member to become a committed
volunteer.
“I served on the AROCA committee for 19
years in a variety of positions; two stints
as president, social secretary many
times, newsletter editor, and finally as
treasurer a few times although I can’t
remember how long!” Anne said.
“My proudest achievements are probably
launching Alfesta in 1975 and becoming
Club President. I headed the committee
for many Alfesta events and saw it
become a truly national festival.”

3

“I was the club’s first lady president, which
was not an easy job in a predominantly
man’s world, but in saying that, I love
most the many friends I have made since
1970, some gone but never forgotten,
and I cherish those good AROCA friends
from around Australia whom I still see
occasionally.
“In 1983, Don Dickson and I were
the first members to be awarded life
membership. I am really proud to be part
of such a great club and it is great to see
it still going so well.
“Having said that, we must admit driving
culture has changed with the times. The
club must be more businesslike now. The
early days of AROCA were more social,
driving events were less regulated and
there was not as much emphasis on
racing.
“Competition events back then were more
casual; we ran economy and observation
runs on the road and track days at Winton,
Calder (before the Thunderdome) and
Hume Weir (near Albury) and hill climbs
at Rob Roy and Lakeland. We also ran
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motorkhanas in local shopping centre
car parks on Sundays because there was
nobody around. We drove our cars to the
event, emptied the boot, put on a helmet,
had our fun at the wheel, and then drove
the car home.”
“I did well enough to get some wins and
often beat Colin. He stopped competing
and took on timing tasks and setting out
the judging sheets for the concours.”
“It was great fun! We took the children to
events everywhere in those days. Social
activities were often home based - we
had progressive dinners, casino nights
(long before Crown) and lots of BBQs.
“I did love competition. I would drive as
hard as I dared while ensuring I got the
car home in one piece. I never had an
accident and my biggest on track moment
was a 360 degree spin at Water Tower
corner at Winton. The GTV’s beautiful
body had survived another fun day!” said
Anne.

5
1

The 105 GTV has long been Anne’s favourite
Alfa and not surprisingly Gary Pearce’s GTV
attracted her attention during a recent club
event.

2

Anne Beck’s pride and joy after a big concourse
win at Domaine Chandon.

3

Dressed as Dame Edna Everage, Anne was
interviewed after winning the costume prize at
an Alfesta dinner in the Barossa Valley.

4

There was plenty of space for safety while
Anne Beck enjoyed an early 1970s AROCA
Motorkhana at Somerton.

5

Anne brings home some shiny silverware at
one of the first concourse events she entered
with her second Giulia GTV.

6

Anne Beck has a pensive moment while sitting
in the marshalling grid at Winton in her 1969
GTV.

By Barry Oosthuizen
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January BBQ

2

1

3

F

ollowing the long standing practice
of starting off the New Year with a
social gathering in a park rather
than a January club night at Bells Hotel
in South Melbourne, club members
headed to a picnic area at Yarra Bend
Park in Fairfield in January to try their
culinary skills over the BBQ, enjoy a chat,
catch up with fellow club members after
the Christmas/new year break and give a
few dogs some exercise.
An impromptu game of bocce was
included in the evening before the
sun dropped below the horizon, which
signalled arrival time for the local bat
population to take up residence as they
do each night which was also the signal
for everyone to pack up and head for
home. Somehow bats seem to make
people nervous and judging by the size of
some of these locals I’m not surprised.

4
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1

BBQ offerings taken care of Brett &
Roberta Hayton and Colin Edwards
enjoyed the summer evening in the park.

2

Victor Lee enjoying a browse of the latest
issue of C&S.

3

Sam Tartaglia and Evan Bottcher taking
care of the cooking.

4

Maree Sharp and Nerine Pearce.

5

Marcia and Kath enjoyed a bottle of wine
with their BBQ meal.

6

Gary Pearce and Bruno Colautti

Discover
award-winning
Caulfield Village.

Located in one of Australia’s
top 10 property growth areas

New homes now under
construction starting from
$455,000.
Club Members receive $2,000
towards purchasing fees.

On the doorstep of Monash
University’s fastest growing
campus
Includes residents’ kitchen,
dining room, library, business
centre, cinema & wine cellar
Call Club Member Greg Briggs
for details on 0409 790 182
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Another Barn Find

By Barry Edmunds

1

J

ust when you thought that the days of
the classic barn finds were a thing of
the past one more pops up and while
most barn finds usually show signs of
either age or years of neglect, this one
definitely shows lots of both.
This latest barn find is a surprisingly
good example of a very early Giulia Ti but
in view of what was done to it decades
ago, it fits in the I’ve-seen-it-but-I-stilldon’t-believe-it category, and I have seen
plenty over the years.
Club member Vince Parisi, who I have
dubbed the Patron Saint of Old Racing
Sedans, is, like many, a fan of Alfa
Romeo’s 105 Series Giulia sedans. A few
months back Vince heard about an Alfa
Romeo for sale so he followed up and
after some negotiations with the seller,
Vince found himself the owner of a Giulia
Ti that had spent the past 30 years sitting,
untouched, in a shed on a property in
South Australia’s Barossa Valley.
When he first contacted me Vince
mentioned, rather casually, that there
had been some work done on the car;
work that involved cutting the firewall out
so he was wondering how he could find
out what year this car was made if there
was no chassis number available.
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When I queried him about the missing
firewall Vince replied that was so the 3.4
litre 6-cylinder Jaguar motor would fit.
Of course, why didn’t I think of this?
With the firewall removed, and with it any
evidence of a chassis number, it would
be virtually impossible to put a year of
manufacture on the car and anything I
could suggest would be little more than
a wild guess anyway.
Many years ago I’d been told, but had
never confirmed, that Alfa Romeo also
stamped the chassis number in the
channel across the back of the car where
the boot lid seal sits, so I suggested
to Vince that he have a look there. His
examination of the channel came up with
10514 IGM 26210M but no sign of any
chassis number so we were none the
wiser.
When it was launched in 1962 the Giulia
Ti carried the model designation 10514
and I have discovered that the IGM
26210M refers to Italian compliance rules
(similar to Australian Design Rules). So
much for my theory that it may have had
something to do with FIA homologation.
The early Giulia Ti’s had three-shoe front
and two-shoe drum brakes (eventually
replaced with Dunlop discs all round) and
a column mounted gear shift.

2

Little is known about the previous owner/
seller, who did the work on the car or
even the early history of the car but, as
Vince explained, it was quite apparent
that whoever was responsible for the
work on the car was very serious in their
aim, or intention to turn a road-going
Giulia Ti sedan into a race car.
Invited by Vince to have a look at the car
I walked in to the undercover area where
the car is stored, not quite sure what to
expect.
Having seen some strange creations over
the years, aka a Hillman Imp with a 289
Ford V8 shoehorned into the rear of this
small rear-engined sedan is one that
readily comes to mind, I have long since
given up being surprised by anyone’s

ability or a desire to create something
different, but this one sure is different to
most that I have seen.
The first thing I noticed was the faded
paintwork but considering where and how
it had been stored, the body looked to be in
fairly reasonable shape for its age.
There are two long cuts and a raised
air scoop in the bonnet which I initially
thought would be to increase air flow to
the motor but lifting the bonnet revealed
otherwise. The real reason for the cuts
and scoop in the bonnet were not to simply
increase air flow to the motor but rather
to provide clearance for the six cylinder
Jaguar motor that had been shoe-horned
in to the engine bay of a Giulia Ti. No, for
the life of me I can’t imagine why either
but it exists.

3

In a serious bit of engineering the motor
sits on mounts specifically created for
the much larger and obviously heavier
Jaguar motor which has the engine
mounts at the front of the block rather
than the Alfa’s mid-point of the block
arrangement.
The top radiator support panel has been
cut, obviously to make it easier to remove
and or replace the Jaguar motor and
gearbox. Behind the panel below the
bumper bar there is an oil cooler with
air flow to the cooler via the two original
holes in the lower front panel.
At this point I looked at Vince and we both
started to laugh in stunned amazement
with yours truly declaring ‘I have seen
it but I still don’t believe it. Vince wasn’t
able to offer any explanation either as
to why anyone would want to transplant
a six cylinder Jaguar motor into an Alfa
Romeo sedan, or want to undertake the
very serious amount of engineering work
involved in such a project.

4

The front and rear suspensions remain
unchanged from original and the original
three-shoe front and two-shoe rear
brakes are still as they were when the car
rolled off the production line some five
and half decades ago. How such a set up
was expected to now cope with the extra
weight of the Jaguar motor and gearbox
and whether the original standard
drum brakes would handle the extra
performance from such a transplant is
anyone’s guess.

“Tis a braver man than I Gunga Din”
is one thought that crossed my mind
at the thought of getting behind the
wheel of this car.

Clearly the original standard width
15” wheels and tyres would have been
incapable of coping with the extra
performance provided by the Jaguar
motor which would account for the car
now sitting on widened 15” wheels.

Surprisingly, despite the passing of the
decades, all the doors still close with that
nice solid clunk that Alfa Romeo sedan
owners are so familiar with. The original
two-piece door trims are still in place.
The original front seat/s have been
replaced by a pair of bucket seats from
an un-named Lotus. Some of the very
early Giulia Ti’s had a bench front seat
but it is not known what front seat was
in the car.

1

A snug fit might be the best way to describe
the Jaguar motor that now sits in the engine
bay of the Ti.

2

The Giulia Ti still has its original drum
brakes, 3-shoe at the front and 2-show
at the rear, all capped with large finned
drums.

3

The modified bonnet with the raised centre
section.

4

Preliminary work on creating flares on the
rear wheel arches.

5

A new dashboard has been created to
house the Jaguar instruments.

5

Walking around the car it was evident that
most of the work carried out had been in
the engine bay as the exterior of the car
looks original and still standard; well
except for the changes to the rear guards
which had the makings of flares over the
rear wheel arches, necessary to widen the
car’s track to cover the much wider tyres
that were obviously going to be fitted.
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a Jaguar motor and gearbox is, again,
anyone’s guess, but then again with
this engine and gearbox combination
transplanted its intended future use may
well have been limited to the race track
and not the road.

6

Hanging off the rear of the motor is a
four-speed Jaguar gearbox with the gear
lever poking up through the made-tosuit console. Obviously the tail shaft has
been modified to suit this new motor and
gearbox.
The left hand side footwell doesn’t show
any indication that the original standing
brake or clutch pedals ever occupied
that space. The accelerator pedal, sitting
in the usual position for a right hand
drive car, is an Alfa Romeo original and
alongside it are the two non-Alfa Romeo
and obviously re-engineered to fit,
hanging brake and clutch pedals. Right
hand Drive Giulia sedans didn’t have the
hanging style brake and clutch pedals
until the early 70’s.

The car still carries the previous, or
perhaps original, South Australian
registration plate telling all and sundry
that it is a Left Hand Drive car which
would suggest that, at some stage, the
car had been road registered and driven
in that state. How and whether it could
have ever been driven on the road with

Vince also discovered, to his great
surprise that even though the motor
has not been started for at least three
decades a compression test found
that all six cylinders still had good
compression. The two large SU carbys
(standard on Jaguars of thirty years back)
have been overhauled and given a clean
bill of health, so much so that Vince is
confident that he will soon have his Giulia
Ti running, although driving it is another
question altogether.
Vince is yet to clean out the 30 plus year
collection of detritus inside the car as he
has been more intent on the mechanicals
and finding out the real age of this Giulia Ti.

In the boot the spare wheel well has been
replaced with a second fuel tank, perhaps
the builder of this car feared the thirst of
the Jaguar motor would be too much for
the standard Alfa tank.

7

How old is this Giulia Ti?
It has been suggested that with its column
gear shift and the three-shoe front and
two-shoe rear drum brakes, this may
very well be one of the very first Giulia
Ti’s to come to Australia, perhaps even
one of the group of cars sent to Australia
for evaluation by the Lightburn Company
as a prelude to the local assembly of Alfa
Romeos from CKD kits. Unlikely but not
impossible.
All we have to do now is to find some way
of tracing its history and verify it, if only to
satisfy Vince’s curiosity, and mine as well.
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6

The Ti steering column still has the mount for
the original column shift gear change.

7

After three decades or more the Giulia Ti
still carries evidence of its South Australian
origins and a former state registration.

8

In the boot the spare wheel well has been
replaced by a second fuel tank.

Also servicing other makes and models

•
•
•
•
•

All Mechanical Repairs
Licenced RWC
Wheel Alignment
Air Conditioning
Tyre Service

Restorations & Racing
Modifications
Contact:
Corrado Mauceri 0412 818 597
Sebastian Mauceri 0414 743 069
We keep your warranty in check with

“Alfa Romeo always with Heart”

9 Meriton Place, Clayton Vic 3168
T. 9543 6466 F. 9543 4066
E. maucerimotors@hotmail.com

SHARE THE PASSION

“ S H E W A S S O S W E E T,
S O P E R F E C T. S T I L L I S . ”
The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment – no one
understands it better than Shannons. So when it comes to insurance for your
special car, daily drive, bike or even your home, there’s only one person you should
talk to - a fellow enthusiast at Shannons. So call Shannons for a quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE |
SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Limited is an authorised representative of Australian Alliance Insurance Company Limited, the issuer of this product. Refer to the Product Disclosure Statement by calling 13 46 46.
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Touring Rome and
Southern Italy
part 2

T

he Amalfi Coast done, we moved
on to a very different landscape
across the country to the east coast
and the Adriatic. We were in northern
Puglia and staying in the lovely coastal
town of Trani which reminded us of the
typical warm-white limestone Croatian
towns of Dubrovnik, Split and Hvar, but
without the hordes of tourists! Trani is
set around a wonderful harbour, offering
a very relaxed pleasant feel with balmy
evenings, promenade cafes and bars and
local fishermen selling their daily catch
at stalls adjacent to the trawlers.
Our two night stay was in a converted
Palazzo which our little tour group filled!
There was only one other hotel and
several B&B’s in town providing boutique
accommodation so the evenings were
devoid of large and annoying tour groups.
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Puglia brought few sightings of new
Alfas, but many reminders of older
models including 145’s, 147’s, Giuliettas,
75’s and so on. A lone red Giulietta sat in
a side piazza in Trani, boldly exclaiming
its function as a security ‘vigilante’.
Of course Fiat dominates as the peoples’
car, cheap, cheerful and plentiful! Really
old ones in barns, iconic pale blue ones
parked behind ancient timber doors to
palazzos.
The Fiat 500 has to be the most loved and
well used Italian car ever. A waiter back
in Sorrento remarked when he saw my
Alfa Romeo T-shirt and knowing we were
Australian, that we must be ‘posh’! Even
in Italy the market for new (expensive)
Alfas appears to be a touch limited.

From delightful Trani we headed inland
to the region of Basilicata, traditionally
the poorest in the country. Our next
experience was certainly up there, close
to numero uno for the trip. Matera with
its unique Sassi (cave dwellings) was
just incredible. Our accommodation was
in a cave hotel right amongst the Sassi.
We were lucky enough to be allocated
one of the ‘penthouse’ caves up at high
level with a large terrace overlooking the
ravine. Fantastic, comfortable and with
a modern en suite, the cave room didn’t
disappoint. The scene from the terrace
was like something out of a movie set,
with the Sassi stretching out in a 180
degree panorama. The deceptive building
facades concealing the cave structures
dug into the mountain behind.
An embarrassing disgrace to the Italian
government, the slum dwellings once
housed the poorest of the poor farmers
right up until 1968 when the government
dragged them all out kicking and
screaming. The, bewildered people
were re-housed in ‘modern’ apartment
blocks on the outskirts of town and the
sassi were left abandoned until the early
2000’s. Since then the amazing setting
has been slowly transformed and given
life again with dwellings being renovated
and small hotels, B&B’s and restaurants
now thriving. A great story and a great
experience for us.

Matera has won the honour of being the
European centre of culture for 2019.
Fantastic.
Motoring on southward our group visited
the Baroque centre of southern Puglia
in the Salerno region and the elegant
town of Lecce. On the way we stopped
over at Otranto, another harbour town on
the Adriatic only a few skips away from
Albania 80km across the water.
Way down at the back of the heel,
Otranto is the eastern-most town in Italy.
Magnificent fresco lined churches and a
quaint main street leading to a relaxed
harbour with crystal blue-green water
completed a pleasant picture.

En route to our final destination of
Ostuni we knocked over a few generous
tastings of the local luscious ‘primitivo’
wine in Manduria and discovered the
fascinating facts and history of the
local olive farming. Olive trees carpet a
vast area of Puglia, benefiting from the
rich red soil of the region. The Romans
planted olive groves back in Caesar’s
day, using a sensible 60 foot x 60 foot grid
which allowed each tree’s root system to
maximise sustenance without interfering
with its neighbours. The 2000-2500 year
old trees still stand and still produce
fruit! The oldest tree in the grove we
visited was a mere 3500 years old. A little
frail and well bent over, but still bearing
fruit. Remarkable.

Our final day in Puglia included a short
trip to see the famous trulli in Alberobello.
Although dotted through the farmland on
the way and originally used for farmyard
storage, the trulli seemed to multiply like
genetic cells in Alberobello, over 1000 in
number. The brilliant stone structures
with their iconic conical roofs were
eventually used for housing, however
their main use now is for tourism, B&B’s,
shops and restaurants. Nicely renovated,
they provide unique accommodation
consisting of co-joined small circular
rooms, very different to their previous
lives as poor farmer’s shacks with
multiple family members, animals and
produce sharing the space.
Speaking of produce, our final dinner at
a local restaurant was an experience not
to forget with an apparent never-ending
array of appetisers and shared plates of
the most delectable food, show-casing
just why everyone who gets the chance
must put Puglia on their bucket list! Just
do it before this lesser known jewel in
Southern Italy becomes a too well known
go-to destination over crowded with
tourists.
Back via Rome and a long haul flight
to Oz, jet-lagged and weary, we arrived
home with fantastic memories, always
being reminded of Italy every time we
jumped into our respective Alfas - my GT
and Carolyn’s Giulietta.
Ciao
David & Carolyn Roberts

Lecce is the epitome of elegant style,
its gargoyled highly decorative baroque
building-lined streets providing the
backdrop for all the locals to perambulate
up and down the main street every
weekend evening sucking on gelati prior
to settling in for a late dinner with family
and friends. Again not too many hotels for
large bunches of tourists to clog the town
at night. A memorable stay with equally
memorable breakfast fare was enjoyed
at Hotel Patria, yet another converted
Palazzo in town.

Ostuni, known as the White Town on a
hill, offered a characterful atmosphere
similar in look and feel to a typical whitewashed village in Greece. Just without
the ouzo! A small and cosy converted
monastery housed our bed for two nights.
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Spettacolo
Xavier College, Kew

I

n the days leading up to the weekend of
December 3 last year, the scheduled
date for the club’s Spettacolo event,
Melbourne, and indeed much of Victoria,
was subjected to the weather forecast to
end all forecasts, with dire predictions
of catastrophic weather conditions and
suggestions that somewhere other than
Melbourne or indeed anywhere near it
might be more appropriate.
The weather forecasts were enough to
make a lot of people very nervous, not
the least being the club’s committee and
register co-ordinator John Hanslow who
had put the event together, as he had
done in previous years.
A few days prior to the weekend, on
receiving word from Wesley College that
they were concerned about possible
damage to their oval due to the weather
forecast, so the college oval would not
be available, John swung into action with
Plan B, or was it C or D. There were two
possible scenarios - cancel Spettacolo and
its associated events on the Saturday, or
find other locations suitable for all three.
Because of the logistics and the numbers
of people involved, cancelling all three
events was certainly not a practical
consideration so finding suitable
alternative venues for each one became
a priority. A few phone calls later John
had managed to gain access to an oval
at Xavier College in Kew on Sunday
January 28, for Spettacolo with Mauceri
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Motors making their workshop in Clayton
available for the judging of the concours
entries on the Saturday morning and
Jimmy Watson’s Wine Bar in Carlton
providing the venue for Saturday night’s
Spettacolo get together.
With this being a three-day holiday
weekend for Australia Day on the Friday,
the question then was would that impact
on the turn-out of cars and would the
prediction of 40 degree temperatures
predicted for the Sunday be a deterrent.
The judging of the four concours entries on
the Saturday morning went well with the
judge panel of Gary Pearce, Alex Donnini,
Lea Parra, David Wright and Malcolm
Muir, having a hard time separating the
four entries. Oddly enough all four were
105 Series cars, two Duetto Spiders, one
Giulia Super and a 2-litre Berlina and each
of the four would have been a very worthy
winner of the concours. When the scores
2

1

were tallied up it was Geoff Unsworth’s
recently restored Duetto that topped the
list with 91 points out of 100, with TC’s
Giulia Super, which had also undergone
an extensive make-over recently in second
place on 95½ points, Robert Sirgiovanni’s
beautifully presented red Duetto on 91
points and Vittoria Vallese’s very original
and immaculate Berlina fourth on 81
points.

Saturday night’s gathering in Carlton was
a very casual relaxed affair with local club
members joined by interstate visitors in
town for the Spettacolo weekend.

Sunday dawned with clear skies and
the promise of a hot day ahead but any
concerns about the holiday weekend and
the high temperature were soon cast
aside as a steady stream of cars started
to arrive and kept on arriving until almost
every bit of the oval was covered with Alfa
Romeos of all models and a few other
Italian beauties, the prospects of a very
hot day obviously not a deterrent.
While the cars were being directed to
their places on the oval the various
vendors of mechanical bits and pieces,
coffee, eats and cold drinks were setting
up around the perimeter of the oval.

3
4

Because the temperature was heading
towards the forecast 40 degrees the
judging of the large number of Wash
& Shine entries started early. For the
spectators the tents offering respite from
the blazing hot sun were very popular,
as too was the gelati and ice cream
van which was doing a roaring trade as
people sought ways of cooling down.

year with the club indeed fortunate to
have someone with David’s wealth of
knowledge about Alfa Romeo cars which
he willingly passes on to owners and
enthusiasts alike.
By early afternoon the trophies had been
presented and the ranks of cars began to
thin to bring this rescheduled Spettacolo
to an early conclusion. The reaction to
the new venue was indeed very positive
so all being well the local Alfisti can
look to heading back to Xavier College in
Kew later this year for Spettacolo 2018,
barring a repeat of last year’s weather of
course.

1

The engine bay of Robert Sirgiovanni’s
Duetto, a worthy contender for the Concours
winner’s trophy.

2

TC Teoh’s Giulia Super being checked out by
the judges

3

SA visitors Graham & Carole Stafford
chatting with Mary Lee.

4

Helen Cochrane & Liz Targtaglia.

Alfa Romeo guru and club patron
David Wright was on hand once again
to entertain the crowd talking to a few
owners about their cars. This has become
a very popular feature of the event each
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Spettacolo 2018 Wash ‘n Shine Results
Classes
Previous Winner Sedan

Sponsor

Winner

Pantry Fresh Deli

Max Maltese

Previous Winner Spider

Abarth Automotive

Ian Roberts

Previous Winner Coupe

Wolfchester Australia

Michael Kemp

Historic & Vintage

A

Vintage All Pre WW2

B

Classic Post WW2

C

105 Sedans

D

105 Coupes

Il Bolide Rosso

Rob Brosolo

E

105 Spiders, S1, S2, 4R. GTC

Dann Event Hire

Brett & Lucy Clowes

F

105 Spiders, S3, S4

Monza Motors

John Coco

G

De Dion Sedans, Alfetta, 75, 90

Stuckey Tyres

Mal Muir

H

De Dion Coupes, GT, GTV, SZ, RZ

I

900 Series, Sud, Sprint, 33

J

916 Series, GTV, Spider

Lumley Special Vehicle Insurance

Mario Pantaleo

K

GTA Series, 156, 147

Italian Automotive Spares

Emilio Lucanera

L

937 Series, All GT

Tiamo Coffee Restaurant

Glenegabs Allure

M

932 Series, 156, 147, 166

N

159 Sedan, Brera

O

940 Series, Mito & Giulietta

P

960 Series, 4C

Q

952 Series, New Giulia

Art on Wheels

Michael Davies

Maranello Pur-Sang Motors

Marcus Campagna

Avington Retirement Village

Remy Conti

Extreme Body Repairs

Ivan Susigan

Mauceri Motors

Karen Murray

Brett Hayton

Gabriel Massa

Alfa Donnini Repairs

Oscar Amante

Nunawading Alfa Romeo

Nick Vamuakas

Brighton Alfa Romeo

Claude Botti

Supplementary Awards
Modified & Show Cars
Competition Cars
Interstate Visitor
Spettacolo Supporter Award
Preservation Class
Best Other Italian Marque

Northern Alfa Repairs

Feb Leiva

Shannons Insurance

Claude Botti

Ital Motors

Tim & Frankie Guiness

Milano Spares

Sebastian Mailleri

Forza Italia On Line Shop

David Wright

Zagame Automotive

Paul Pulloson (X19)
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to replace the entire braking system
- master and slave cylinders, caliper
seals and flush the old brake fluid out followed by a step-by-step alignment and
updating of the relevant ECU software;
all done under warranty and with a
Special Works Label attached under the
bonnet to identify vehicles that had been
rectified.

Workshop Visit

1

Alfa Donnini Repairs

T

his latest visit to Alex Donnini’s
workshop by AROCA Vic club
members was another master class
by Alex on vehicles currently produced by
the Fiat Group and 6th generation cars.
While Alex services 5th generation cars,
investigating and understanding the ‘new’
generation of European manufactured
cars that came off the production lines
from early 2008, has also become a
passion for him. Vehicles produced from
2008-onwards were required to comply
with the latest, and very strict emission
and ‘lean fuel burn’ regulations as laid
down by the EU Parliament.
These new and tougher requirements
were brought in to significantly reduce
pollution levels in the greatly congested
streets of Europe’s main cities. As a result,
each of Europe’s seven main vehicle
manufacturers who own or control the
twenty or so marques are using individually
unique and sophisticated hardware and
software to comply with these regulations.
Which leads to the question of maintaining
vehicles, emissions, safety controls and
highly specified ancillary components,
as well as the many other comfort and
entertainment systems that are operated
by the car’s ECU computer software
algorithms.
As Alex started this latest demonstration
of the current factory-specific hardware
and diagnostic software, he pointed out
“this is a requirement under law for the
current owner of a vehicle to correctly
maintain the vehicle in a state of ‘road
worthiness’ This means having the vehicle
undergo correct and timely servicing to
ensure the vehicle fully complies with
the aforementioned regulations. This
diagnostic software performs the stepby-step factory procedures to correct and
maintain as many as two or three TCU/
ECU’s, and as many as 30 body control
modules.”
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Once the two to three (depending on
the model) factory computer leads are
plugged in to the car’s jacking points
and the laptop containing the diagnostic
software, Alex then keys in the vehicle’s
VIN number, and when the system goes
on line to the factory he is able to view the
car’s current condition and status on the
lap top screen, screen view the car’s last
service history and also how the car has
been driven during its life. This is a great
tool for anyone thinking of purchasing a
second-hand Fiat or Alfa badged vehicle.
The first items Alex looks for are ‘Factory
Recalls’ and Specific Component Failure
Alert’ bulletins which the factory sends
out to registered workshops to alert them
to any faults that have been diagnosed by
the factory, or from fault reports from the
dealer network from around the world.
The workshop can then contact the
owner/s of vehicles affected and arrange
for a software upgrade, which could
involve a partial or complete wiping of the
car’s main ECU program and replacing it
with a new software package from the
factory; or the replacement of a particular
component that the factory has become
aware of that is failing prematurely or is
required for safety reasons.
The replacement of a component, such
as a sensor, solenoid or actuator, will
still involve a full or partial factory stepby-step diagnostic procedure to alert
the car’s ECU to the new part and its
compatibility to enable the car’s main
ECU to operate the vehicle correctly.
If the ‘Initiating Factory Fault Code
Procedure is not carried out the car’s
ECU will continue to operate as though
the previous faulty component was still
installed. Not a great outcome.
Alex explained the example of a ‘Factory
Recall’ which referred to a particular
problem during production involving
brakes and brake fluid contaminated
with a mineral oil. The only solution was

Alex then gave another example of
the value and benefit of the factory
diagnostic tools, telling how a customer
had brought her Alfa to his workshop for
a second opinion. The initial work report
stated that the steering column, with all
its myriad of control modules and drivers,
would need replacing as it was faulty. As
the car was just out of warranty, the cost
would be over $4,500, plus labour and
GST. Ouch.

2

Alex hooked up the car to the factory
computer, went through the software
protocols and after analysing the data
shown, most of which was indicating
a long term LOW power supply to the
steering column modules and a few of
the other computerised components.
From the data analysis Alex concluded
that the cause of the problem was not the
steering rack or any module controlling
it, but a long term power supply to the
main TCU and or the ECU.
Checking that the battery was the
correct ‘specific’ model for that car; very
important as there is now a computer
chip in the battery and a computer body
module involved. The battery was the
right one so Alex then did a full check of
the current to the battery. The battery was
now four years old, so past its use by date,
the car was mainly driven in suburban
stop-start traffic and tests showed that
the battery was supplying current well
below the minimum requirement which
was the real cause of the gradual shutdown of the car’s systems. The battery
was replaced and a full six-step ‘new’
battery alignment procedure carried out.
Six months later all is well with the car.
The final bill was close to $650. Nothing
like a good ending.
Owners of the latest models were also
reminded of the necessity to only use the
correct “AUTHORISED’ oils as specified by
the factory and not those ‘recommended’

as is printed on some oil containers. Use of
non-authorised oils will not be covered by
the factory warranty if and when damage
results due to wrong oils. Selenia oils, and
some Elf oils are also authorised, have
been developed with specific additives and
detergent which ensure that the internal
engine oil filter strainer remains clean to
enable components, such as the Multi-air
solenoid valve system, to operate correctly
and for the long term, saving the vehicle
owner many thousands in replacement/
repair costs.

3
4

As the visit drew to a close some present
were shaking their heads in bewilderment
at all the talk about computers and
software that come with this latest
generation of cars - body modules
programmed with specific software that
control the movement and braking on all
four wheels and the adjustment of the
brake calipers and other components.
For e.g. when new brake pads are fitted,
a 4-step software alignment must be
carried out, or the computer will not
be able to make the automatic wear
adjustments required. If the alignment is
not carried out, wait for the DASH to light
up like the proverbial Christmas tree!
Alex finished off our visit by reminding
everyone of the necessity to change water
pumps and timing belts more regularly,
mentioning that some water pumps are
failing at around 40,000 kms. Timing belts
in cars driven mainly in city/suburban
stop/start traffic, and with turbo chargers
now more common, are under more
strain and stress than ever before. Alex
recommends that the timing belt, and
the associated pulleys and tensioners,
should be changed every three and half
years, regardless of the kilometres driven.
It is good economics to change the water
pump at the same time as the belts etc.
These were just a few of the topics covered
by Alex on this latest visit. These workshop
visits organised by the club are a very
important source of information for club

5

members so I urge club members to get
along to as many as you can to hear from
the experts like Alex who give so much of
their own time to convey their specialised
knowledge so willingly.
Thanks very much to Alex for his patience
and this enthusiasm, and special thanks
for the scrumptious sandwiches and
freshly brewed coffee.
Words by Malcom Muir
Photos by Max Maltese
1

Alex showing the data that the system can call up.

2

Alex explaining the different steering racks fitted
to today’s Alfas.

3

The Multi Air unit fitted to Giuliettas and Mitos.

4

The very fine filter in the Multi Air system.

5

Alex shows off the build-up of gunk in a cabin
filter that was long overdue for replacement.
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Muckleford

A picnic in the country and classic cars
Words & Photos Barry Edmunds

1

A

s a way of celebrating Australia’s
National Day, a picnic in the
country with friends would be
hard to beat and if you toss in a bunch of
classic cars you have what many would
regard as all the ingredients for a most
enjoyable Australia Day celebration.
For around ten years now members of
the Victorian Sporting Car Club have
travelled to Muckleford in Central
Victoria (between Castlemaine and
Maryborough) on Australia Day for such
a picnic. Organised by Max Foster, it is a
casual gathering that attracts many local
members and their classic and later era
cars as well as quite a few from farther
afield, some even travelling from as far
away as Melbourne for the occasion.
In recent years members of the Goldfield
Chapter have added a few Alfas to the
mix at Muckleford and, like their VSSC
counterparts, making the most of a
chance to enjoy a picnic and catch up with
a few friends as well as the opportunity to
check out some classic cars.

Again this year there was the usual good
variety of manufacturers represented,
ranging from Amilcar to Austin to Ford,
Delage, Invicta, La Salle, Lancia, MG,
Nash, Packard, Pontiac, Rover, RollsRoyce, Schneider, Sunbeam and Vauxhall
as well as a few others that I likely missed
as I wandered among them.
Sadly many of these brand names are
no longer with us today, having been
swallowed up over the years by some
automotive conglomerate or have simply
disappeared into the annals of automotive
history. Mores the pity.

Hardly surprising at any gathering of
classic cars some at Muckleford have a
fascinating history behind them, perhaps
none more so than the 1925 Sunbeam
owned for many years by John Lawson
who also has a couple of Alfas in his
impressive collection of classic cars. The
work of Italian designer Berterione, who
worked for Dr Orazio Satta at Fiat, the
Sunbeam had the first 6-cylinder twin
cam production motor and competed
in the 1925 Le Mans 24 Hour race. The
car was leading the race at the 21st
hour race but was pushed off the track
by another car. The car was brought to
Australia by Douglas Fraser, uncle of
former Australian PM Malcolm, himself
a noted car enthusiast.

2

4

Some of the cars at Muckleford have been
restored, some are original and some
are cloaked in patina but they all have
something in common - all are owned
by people who love the era of classic and
vintage cars, enjoy driving them, talking
about them and showing them.
For car buffs, enthusiasts or however
you regard yourself, his event is a great
way to start off the new year so mark
Muckleford, Australia Day 2019 on your
calendar so that you don’t miss it.
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1

Old and new Alfas, John Farnell’s Giulia Sprint
and Rob and Nina Burdett’s Brera.

2

Paul Crosbie’s 2600 Sprint.

3

Ken Smith’s 105 GTV

4

John Lawson’s 1925 Sunbeam.

5

La Salle.

6

Alfa Romeo 6C

7

A pair of classics from the ‘60’s. A Nash
Rambler and a Ford Mustang.

8

A pair of Amilcars.

9

1947 Austin 16.

10 A body style that is certainly different to your
average Rolls-Royce.
11 Schneider Desiree Circa early 1920’s.
12 1933 Sunbeam.

8
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up in display formation opposite the café
with a particularly beautiful new Alfa red
Giulia Veloce (with smiling new owner
David Roberts) prominently visible to all
admirers, and there were a few.
After our coffees we then headed south
on winding roads with some challenging
bumps for my very low GT. For part
of the way I had the aforementioned
Giulia behind me and could delight in
admiration. I want one!!!

Archies Creek

T

he early start in Tooradin for this,
the first social driver for the year,
was a bit of a challenge for us
Mebournites but still enjoyable as we
were blessed with a mild morning.
It seemed to be the designated day for
taking the prized vehicle out for a spin;
we encountered a number of historic
cars on the way, one an old FB Holden
station wagon complete with the old style
venetian blinds.
Arriving at the start point in Tooradin,
we were pleasantly surprised to see the
carpark filled with Alfa Romeos. It looked
like a big turnout for this first drive of
the year with 45 people registered for
lunch. We exchanged pleasantries with
our fellow Alfisti while enjoying the pretty
views of the inlet at high tide from the
deck of the Pelican Café.
There were quite a few new faces in the
group, reflected by the number of current
model Giuliettas and new Giulias in the
car park. We all concurred with the tee
shirt worn by a prominent club member
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stating “Life is too short to drive a boring
car”. An appropriate statement for us
passionate Alfa drivers!
John Hanslow welcomed everyone, gave
an outline of the plan for the day and
we set off in convoy, winding our way
through the quiet back roads on the
east side of Westernport Bay, noticing
the many asparagus farms that are
major suppliers into the Melbourne
market. Then there were challenging
curves, tree’d roadsides (which produced
some nice stick obstacles to dodge, or
collect in our suspensions), sweeping
ridgetop views and convenient straight
sections that gave us a chance to blow
out the cobwebs. As we drove through
the countryside we encountered more
vintage cars and it seemed that we were
not the only car club driving in the area.
Great to see other enthusiasts enjoying
their cars.
On arrival at Kernot Food Store for midmorning coffee stop, there was ex club
president Greg Briggs taking photos of
the Alfas as we drove in. We set our cars

We crossed the main highway near
Loch, passing signs to the local Sunday
market, and continued towards our
lunch destination at Archies Couch.
One of the pleasant challenges of these
drives is finding our way to a destination;
sometimes following others can have its
problems.
Somehow we got separated from the
main group, due to us taking a wrong
turn. Thanks to my navigator Liz, Tom
Tom and the printed route map, we soon
got ourselves back on to the designated
route and made our way to Archies
Creek, alone.
With our wrong turn/short cut we were
wondering where everyone was as we
thought we would be the last to arrive
but, as it turned out, we were the first. We
probably missed some great scenery and
winding roads. Such is life. As everyone
arrived we were all able to park on the
main street of Archies Creek, near the
venue and head inside to check out the
menu which offered a varied selection
of hamburgers and pizzas with a few
vegetarian and salad options. We ordered
drinks at the bar and sat in pleasant
surroundings with a band playing in the
in the beer garden but most of us stayed
inside, preferring to chat to our fellow
Alfisti. Generous servings of antipasti including rice balls, chicken wings, chips
and dips - arrived. Our selected main
courses followed although the kitchen
was clearly challenged by the large size
of our group.

After a few hours spent in pleasant
company and surroundings we made our
way back home. Many thanks to Brett
Hayton, Ron Loccisano and John Hanslow
for organising the day. These drives never
disappoint, no matter the destination and
this was another good one. What could be
better? Great people, great organising,
great cars and great scenery. We look
forward to the next great drive!!!
Words by Sam and Liz Tartaglia
Photos by David Roberts

A Tale of Seduction
(or Romeo Romeo where the bloody hell art thou?)

I

can’t quite pinpoint the moment
in time that familiar Alfa Romeo
addiction took hold, although one
fond childhood memory keeps bobbing
to the surface in that swirling soup which
fills the old cranial cavity up top………dare
I call it ‘Alfa-bet’ soup ??
That early piece of Alfa-data comprises a
vision of a spanking new white-enamelled
Berlina 2000 circa late 60’s, being shown
off to my enthusiast father by his best
mate Uncle John. Dad was a Peugeot buff
and was the proud owner of a white 404
complete with sumptuous tan ‘armchair
- comfortable’ seats, disc brakes (very
very new back then), halogen headlights
(likewise) and a sublime ride. A brilliant
car ahead of its time. On the road costs
were about 2800 of those new-fangled
decimal dollars.
Uncle John was a little more care-free
with his choice of vehicle and changed
them almost as often as his Y-fronts! For
this moment (and rarely at any other time)
he chose well, forking out nearly $5000
for that memorable Berlina. Contrasting
deliciously with the stylish white duco,
an image of its exquisitely sculpted and
stitched red interior etched itself into my
developing young brain.
I was pleasantly surprised much later in
the twilight of 1998 when the stunning new
156 was unveiled in Melbourne, one of the
show cars caressed my memory with its
similar combination of white exterior and
luscious Rosso red leather upholstery. It
was as if I was instantly transported back
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to that day in the simpler sixties, being
lured into the dangerously seductive and
addictive world which encapsulates the
Alfa Romeo experience.
My other early memories involve lateteen visions of me spinning around town
in a spunky little Alfasud TI twin carb;
a red one of course! I read and dreamt
much about the Sud, but at 17 years
young I ended up paying $500 for a beatup Beetle, totally in-keeping with my
poverty-stricken student status. It did
however exhibit extraordinary reliability
and a limited sense of style with its red
vinyl slab shaped seats and multiple
outside curvy bits of metal. It also shared
that cunning horizontally formatted
boxer engine design with the Sud. What a
super clever development of the internal
combustion engine! At least Porsche and
Subaru remained true to its inherent
unburstable brilliance. Shame on the
Italians for punching out the lights on
that old boxer!
The other memory retrieved from ‘micloud’ was getting a lift home from
Uni one day with a mate with wealthy
parents. The lucky so-and-so had a white
105 series 1750 and we took the long way
home via the Kew Boulevard (pre- speed
cameras and tacks and silly lycra-clad
blokes on bikes). He gunned the little
coupe as I smiled hugely, confirming
my suspicion that I had indeed found
Romeo…..Alfa Romeo! The seed had
been planted and all I had to do was wait
for germination.

Early pre-germination days were
impatiently filled with another Beetle,
this time a 1500 superbug and a fun but
oh so rattly Mazda 323 SS 2-door until the
early eighties.
1984 saw the arrival of the Sud
replacement in the guise of the much
more modern and grown up 33. I rattled
on down in the 323 to Henley’s at
Camberwell (remember?) and begun my
real life love affair with our Alfa Romeo.
One test drive and I was smitten. Damn
- the little red Euro didn’t rattle a bit!
She felt as solid as the proverbial as I
braced myself for the usual ‘zoom zoom’
rock rattle and roll at the local railway
crossing. But nothing happened! No
jitter. No lurch. No chattering of teeth.
The 33 just creamed it. Smooth and quiet
as could be. I was amazed. I raced back in
the red rocket and signed up on the spot.
A gleaming red gold-cloverleaf 33 was
about to join our young new family.
The junior Romeo proved to be a
wonderfully chic, smart, practical,
quick(ish) and immensely enjoyable
drive around town, and even better out
on country roads, taking us comfortably
to various weekend picnic venues
throughout the state. The sedan shaped
hatchback swallowed all that young
family paraphernalia - prams, strollers,
baby seats, capsules, bags, picnic gear
etc. She became a loved member of the
Familia Roberts.

Ok, so it wasn’t all completely rosy - the
speedo rarely worked, faulty front struts
were replaced several times, the bonnet
paintwork evaporated and needed respraying and the trip computer - forget
it! However despite these minor setbacks
I remained smitten. I couldn’t help it. I
was now officially an Alfisti. My heart was
under Romeo’s magic spell. The rational
side of my brain was told to bugger off.
Just let the creative side lead the way,
hand in hand with the old pumping
heart. Was it the seductive sound with
the Alfa raspy edge or the solidly smooth
ride, the neat handling, the unique and
stylish interior or the rattle free driving
experience? (with my early model 33
anyway. I test drove a later 1.7 16v model
and was totally unimpressed with its hard
jittery ride and dashboard rattles galore my pet hate!)

And what a bloody good car! Loved the
dashboard style, the bags of torque, that
delicious exhaust note and roomy velour
interior. Hated the temperamental wiring
causing one too many non-starts at the
most inconvenient times!. Oh, and the
ordinary brakes. Almost lost it heading
down the twisty road from Mt Buller very scary!. But hey, it was red, it was
an Alfa and yes it had seduced me once
again.
A couple of jobs and two awful company
Magnas later, desperately missing my
Romeo fix, I bought another red 75 TS
almost identical to the first. Back to
happy motoring when all of a sudden
the unthinkable happened - Alfa Romeo
pulled out of Oz. What a shame. Nothing
to buy at car changeover time!

Next came a pleasant step up to a 1989 75
twin spark with 16” Mille Miglia wheels.
A great looking package and a really
good machine with loads more power
and smooth torquey response from that
excellent 8v TS engine. The only niggly
minor complaints centred around a rattly
steering rack and a squeaky clutch pedal.
Still loved it though!

In hindsight it did have a few minor flaws
- the nervous and sometimes crashy
ride, the lack of torque below 2500 revs
and the pathetic sound system. The
latter was an extreme embarrassment
to Ateco - it was penny-pinching shortsightedness at its worst!

Depressed I looked at BMW - small
underpowered and way over-priced by
the time you added the necessary options;
Audi - bland and boring at the time; Saab
- cavernous, expensive and with that
nasty slab of a dashboard a definite nonstarter; Volvo - I wasn’t old enough, didn’t
own a hat and couldn’t drive that slowly!
The second rate Japanese offerings from
Subaru, Honda and Mazda didn’t excite at
all. God, what a headache!

The cross and serpent
affair was taking hold in
a big way.
Then just as I was revelling in the
pleasures of rear wheel thrust and
perfect front/rear balance, 1991 arrived,
boom times ceased, the recession-wehad-to-have was upon us and I was lucky
to keep my job let alone a ritzy company
car! So sadly it was a teary ‘ciao’ to the
fab 75 and buongiorno to a 2nd hand
dollar-friendly 2 litre Alfetta sedan, circa
1980.

Finally a red 156 twin spark with 16 inch
telephone dial wheels and smart grey
corduroy/velour interior with walnut
dash and steering wheel was ordered,
delivered and cherished! Superb looking,
that car in March 1999 turned more
heads than a wailing Ferrari. I felt truly
privileged to be able to own and enjoy the
best looking sports sedan ever designed
to that time. Plus, it was reliable, well
built, comfortable and so seductive with
its free revving ripper of a motor.

Then I drove a Peugeot 306 S16 with the
hot MI16 motor, a bonus leather interior
and a very neat look. Happily I bought
the Pug, compromising a little with its
2 door configuration. But what a super
drive it turned out to be. Very enjoyable,
particularly on country roads where
its superb suspension and well sorted
chassis shone. Mid-corner bumps were
dispatched with amazing aplomb without
any movement offline. (It would show up
the deficiencies of the future 156 chassis
big time, but hopefully now rectified in
the new Giulia).
Then those articles started appearing in
the mags around 1997 with details of the
upcoming new ‘Giulietta’ or 156 as it was
to be designated. What a terrific looking
concept it was too! A brilliant shape with
the innovation of hiding the rear door
handles to give the car the appearance
of an extended coupe. Exciting! The more
I read and saw the more impatient I
became waiting for its Australian release.
I had to have one.

But boy did that car have
style in bucket loads.
So good in fact I bought another; this
time the Giugaro face-lifted 2003 JTS
with stunning 17 inch rims from the
147, red and tan colour combo, a touch
of induction work, lowered suspension
and a sports muffler with twin DTM style
pipes. Holy Dooly!
That car was by far the best Alfa I had
driven at the time. With subtle but
huge improvements over the early 156,
it rocked! More responsive, quicker,
brilliant handling and loved wet curvy
roads with the traction control quietly
working its magic. It looked more
masculine and had a great Blaupunkt
sound system. And the trip computer
worked! Reliable and well loved, it was
hard to replace. The new 159 just didn’t
cut it - overweight, bulbous, tight interior
and with ordinary engines, it wasn’t an
option for me. Loved its face and rear
end but that was the extent of it. Very
disappointing.
I opted for the magnificent sounding
VW R32 V6 and a very impressive Land
Rover Freelander 2 instead. Wonderful
vehicles, but eventually my heart was
being tugged by the old Alfa Romeo pull.
So I searched and found in Sydney a low
km 2010 Anniversary GT 3.2 V6. Flew up
and drove it back, loving every minute of
the revitalised Alfa passion!
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speed auto combination is incredibly
sophisticated.
Thoroughly
modern,
beautifully finished (the tan trim and
matching stitching on dash and door
trims is stunning) this car is brilliant.
And like the original 156 - its achingly
gorgeous looks turn heads. The sense of
awe and envy from those poor buggers
driving by in 3 and 4 series BMW’s, Audi
A4’s (yawn) and Mercedes C series when
they spy the Giulia is palpable.

This was my daily driver for the past four
years or so and with it I re-joined the club
and became one of the three co-founders
of AGOG, the GT owners sub- group.
My wife also caught the Alfa-bug and
didn’t take much encouragement to
buy a 2013 Giulietta turbo diesel, which
she now loves. And uses regularly as a
real work horse utilising the cavernous
rear hatch for all sorts of bulky lugging
exercises! It’s also a very competent and
smooth open road tourer with bags of
torque whilst just sipping on the diesel
juice.
My GT was unique, rare, supremely
comfortable and rapid. The Busso engine
magnificent. So ultra-responsive and

with a soundtrack to die for! However
4 years of day to day peak hour driving
with manual gearbox started to take its
toll on my patience and after religiously
following the new Giulia story, I’ve taken
the rather big plunge and recently taken
delivery of a red/tan Veloce with specially
painted silver cloverleaf wheels and matt
silver wing mirrors. Along with sunroof,
Harmon Kardon sound and alarm - it’s a
definite WOW!
(PS. the GT has gone to a new club
member just around the corner from us
- so will be great to see the girl loved and
enjoyed in new hands).
So far, the Giulia is so impressive. Super
quick, the whole chassis/engine/8

Congratulations Alfa Romeo - you have
an absolute winner with the new Giulia.
And so do I.
Seduction complete. This one’s a keeper!
David Roberts
AROCA member
Associate AGOG member (thanks Leon
and Sam)

CALL US 03 9036 1606
Supplying a large range of new OEM and aftermarket spare parts for:
Alfa Romeo · Fiat · Lancia · Ferrari · Maserati
Lamborghini · Fiat Professional · Iveco
Quality and trusted brands
Competitively priced
Efficient delivery

9 Kirkdale Street,
Brunswick East, VIC 3057
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Club member discount

Large range in stock
Early to current model product range
W: www.italianautomotivespares.com.au
E: info@italianautomotivespares.com.au

The Good, The Bad and The Downright Ugly

G

reetings Antipodeans! As some
of you will recall, last year I
embarked on possibly the biggest
adventure of my life, taking up a position
with the Organisation for the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), based in
The Hague. Right in the middle of Europe.
Over this, and possibly the next few,
articles I’ll relay some of my experiences
on “The Continent” as my mother quaintly
puts it. Although the article is titled “The
Good, the Bad and the Downright Ugly”,
we may just end on a good note, which
means I have to do the bad and ugly first.
In fact, let’s reverse the order completely
and start at the ugly.
Now, where do I start? There are so many
cars here which I have never seen before,
and despite my best efforts, continue to
see. Possibly the most hated of all, the
Nissan Juke is particularly prevalent, but
then there are other abominations. The
Porsche Panamera, particularly in the
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
version, is quite offensive. If the BMW X6
wasn’t bad enough, they made it smaller
in some dimensions and more useless,
and stole the moniker “GT”. There is
nothing Grand Touring about this car and
if you bought one, clearly you don’t like
driving.

Unfortunately, the definition of equivalent
must be lost somewhere between Dutch
and English (or even English and rental
car English), because I have, so far, on
three occasions requested a perfectly
functional German car and have been
delivered a less than adequate French
machine. Only one of which was capable
of doing 200 km/h on the Autobahn (oops,
spoiler alert, that’s for the good bit).
So, three French cars, not particularly
offensive from the outside, but the
interior, and the performance, eek. One
from each of the major French brands,
the Renault was definitely the most
bile inducing, the 3008 Diesel Pug was
redeemed by its performance on the
Autobahn and the Citroën was bland,
but in an effort to be quirky they had
placed most of the controls in the wrong
place. Incidentally, Google Chrome
(the web browser) has a plug in which
automatically translates websites, this
is a particularly useful and sometimes
hilarious feature, Citroen in Dutch is
lemon, need I say more, Google knows.
But these pale into insignificance in
the might of the Japanese juggernauts.
Nissan, with its spearhead in the “f***
me what drugs were they on?” Juke, have
managed to be outdone by Toyota.

There are a couple of (again) Hybrid
electric vehicles
Apart from the
smugness envelope generated by their
owners, there are some really ugly cars
in this range, the Prius has gone from
refrigerator, to something which is truly
demented, but the C-HR is without doubt
Toyota’s overdesign answer to the Juke.
What about the European competition?

I’ve had the misfortune to rent a few
vehicles whilst here, more on that later,
but, as is inevitable with rental car
agencies, you end up with an “equivalent”
vehicle when you go to pick up the
perfectly good VW you requested on-line.

Thankfully the Germans are still turning
out (mostly) boring looking vehicles,
the previously mentioned X6 and GT
are notable exceptions. Nobody expects
anything even close to acceptable from
the French, but the Italians, surely not,
but yes. What in the name of any deity you
choose is going on with the Fiat 500L?

OMFG, this thing is hideous from any
angle. The 500L “living” shouldn’t be,
neither should the designer. According to
the website, “growing up is cool”, so the
middle age spread is cool, great, I’m very
cool then! Then there are the rebadged
abominations with a Lancia badge on
them. Thankfully there aren’t many of
them around, but every time I see one a
small piece of my soul dies, to see this
once great Italian Marque producing
things like the Ypsilon is sad.
OK, the Brits them. Some of you know I
have a bit of a weakness for British cars,
from the Triumph I took on the Shitbox
Rally, to my tow car, a Land Rover
Discovery. Mini Clubman; enough said.
So, in the “normal” car range I still think
the Japanese, with either the Toyota or
Nissan have the ugliest cars. The French
try hard, but fail, possibly because I’m
used to their Frenchness, or possibly
because of their sheer arrogance, you
tend to admire them?
So, as happened after Brexit, America
steps in and says “hold my beer”.
The roads around here are narrow (and
my car at 2.042m is quite wide), so
naturally I’m a bit sensitive when I’m
driving down a narrow street. But people
here buy and own Dodge pickup trucks.
Apart from being blinded by the amount of
chrome plated plastic on these vehicles,
how do they drive them down the street?
On the “bahn” from Schiphol Airport to
The Hague the left lane has signs above
it which mean I’m not supposed to drive
in that lane as my car is over 2 m wide
(it’s OK, I can fold the mirrors in and it
just gets inside the 2 m). There are roads
which I think about driving down and don’t
because the car won’t fit. The Hague is
an “international” city, so there are many
expats here, and many from the US, a lot
of them bring their American cars here,
Dodge Caravans, old ones, why?
The minimal amount of research the
Americans did before sending these
things over here suggested that (as the
royal family is the Oranje-Nassau) an
orange coloured vehicle would fit in nicely.
Unfortunately, Dodge doesn’t do orange,
so maybe it’s a white one with a fake tan,
except around the headlights, they’re fat,
loud, and shiny with lots of bling. Nothing
looks quite as hideous as these things,
with their fake blonde wig blowing in the
wind.
Then there was the Monaro I saw the
other day…
By Stuart Thomson
Next instalment, The Bad
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Competition - Broadford Sprints
1

T

he Club’s 10 round 2018 sprint
series kicked off in January at
Broadford with a day’s competition
on the 2.14 km road racing circuit, a
track familiar territory to most of the 63
entrants on the day.
Almost half the entry list for this first
competition event for the year were Alfas
with the balance comprising the usual
eclectic variety that enter these AROCA
Vic organised sprint events, enough for
six run groups. A couple of interstaters
boosted the numbers and, as usual, there
were also a few double entries. Each
of the six run groups had 10 minutes
for practice and then six similar length
timed runs during the day. Broadford has
a lower track density than other circuits
so the run groups are smaller.
Once the practice or familiarity sessions
were completed the timed sessions
started with Hugh Charlton posting the
fastest lap of run group 1, a 1:08.7287 in
the Fraser Clubman. The nearest to him
was Tom Bartley, also in a Clubman, on
1:12.3288 and James Martin in an MX5 a
whisker behind at 3:12.7150. Callum Choi
was the sole Alfa runner in the group and
was fourth fastest with a 1:13.4620.

New
South
Welshman
Sergio
Lavermicocca had been to Phillip Island
a few days earlier to take his immaculate
Giulia Sprint for a run on the Island track
and on his way back home he stopped off
at Broadford for a lap or two; managing
a best lap of 1:12.8047 which was the
fastest of the group. Hugh Harrison
wheeled the GTV round for a best lap
of 1:14.1285 to be second fastest of the
group with Nick Taylor third in the 105
Spider with a 1:14.9809.
With everything from a Honda Integra
(complete with Mugen signage), a Lexus
ISF, a couple of Nissans and BMW’s,
a Mitsubishi EVO, a Mini Cooper and
a Suzuki Swift, this run group had the
largest variety of cars of any of the six
groups on the day. By the time they
completed their 10 minutes of track time
it was Mark Purchas in the Honda who
topped the time sheets with a best lap
of 1:08.9404, 1.7585 seconds faster than
Greg Blackwood in the Lexus with David
Kirk in the Nissan R33 the third fastest at
1:12.5402.
Group 4 went out for their first timed
session and Hugh Charlton, who had
been out earlier, was able to show his

rivals a clean exhaust, posting the fastest
lap at 1:09.3446, just over six seconds
faster than Peter Rose who was having a
run in one of his other cars, an MGB on
this occasion, with Hendrik Zwarteveen
also in an MGB, third with a best lap of
1:16.0325.
The fifth run group had a 911 Porsche
and a Fiat Ritmo amongst the seven
Alfas and at the end of the 10 minute
session Ed Genis had set the fastest lap
of the group with a 1:16.0054 in the GTV,
almost 1.5 seconds faster than Giancarlo
Ingrisciano in the 105 1750 with Jim
Taylor third fastest with a best lap of
1:18.1341.
The sixth run group was all Alfas and they
completed the first round of timed runs
with Tim Bentley in the Ricciardi (well it
is built up from Alfa Romeo mechanicals,
so I figure it qualifies) who posted the
best lap of 1:12.1029 ahead of Bruce
Cochrane and Peter Winter who were set
to continue the battle of the 147 GTA’s.
Cochrane’s best lap of 1:12.4385 was
around half a second better than Winter’s
1:12.9442 with Tony Raditsis the next
fastest in the Giulia Super.
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The first round of timed runs was perhaps
a guide for the rest of the day with lap
times dropping while the air temperature
started to rise up the scale.
RG1 headed out to start off the second
round of timed runs with Charlton again
the fastest, posting a 1:06.2312 which
was an improvement on his earlier run.
The Westfield Clubman of Greg Sticker
was second, almost five seconds off
Charlton’s pace, and Tom Bartley the
third fastest, less than a half second
behind Sticker rounded out the top three.
Adrian Di Mauro turned up the wick in the
105 GTV, improving on his earlier run of
1:15.6389, to be the fastest of the group
with a 1:09.4109; 2.7158 faster than
Sergio Lavermicocca’s 1:12.1267 in the
Giulia Sprint and Nick Taylor next with a
1:12.9742.
In the group with the eclectic array of
cars there was a change at the top of the
time sheets although little separated the
top three. The Nissan Skyline of Greg
Wells was fastest with a 1:09.0173, just
0.3335 seconds faster than Purchas in
the Honda Integra and the EVO 8 of Mark
Pether a close third at 1:09.7447.
Charles Pratt’s 1:05.9397 in the Fraser
Clubman was almost eight seconds
faster that the rest of the group with
MGB’s filling in the next four spots,
Zwarteveen on 1:13.8114, Mazzone on
1:14.0617 and Peter Rose whose best lap
was a 1:14.9635.
Tony Raditsis grabbed top spot on the
time sheets for this run with a 1:15.2596
in the Giulia Super with Ed Genis missing
out on the fastest lap time by just 0.7519.
Neil Davidson was third fastest with a
best lap of 1:16.7885 in the Porsche.
As the day wore on the temperature
continued to climb with indications that
the heat was starting to have an affect
although those that were able to ignore
the heat still went out and tried to

improve on their times. In the last of the
six run groups the fastest trio were all
in the 1:12’s and close too, evidenced by
Winter’s 1:12.2137, Bentley’s 1:12.8001
and Cochrane’s 1:12.9294.
The clubman’s were holding sway in
their run group with Pratt leading with
a 1:05.8942 in the Fraser, just over five
seconds faster than Bartley in the PRB
Birkin and Sticker in the Westfield and
Martin the fastest of the rest at 1:12.8639
in the MX5.
Just before the lunch break, Di Mauro
went close to his previous run time with
a 1:10.1216, with Damon Choi the closest
to him at 1:13.1266 and Nick Taylor third
with a 1:13.6109.
After the lunch break the action resumed
and despite the temperature being at an
uncomfortable level, a few competitors in
some run groups managed to ignore the
high temperature and find a quicker way
round the track to better earlier lap times
while in other run groups the status quo
was unchanged.

9
10

Blackwood claimed a fastest lap in the
Lexus, his 1:07.1081 just over a second
faster than Well’s best of 1:08.2008 in the
Skyline and Ian Soklevski in the BMW M2
third fastest at 1:09.2903.
Once again Pratt was able to best the
MGB’s in his run group, his 1:05.3624
on this outing just over 8 seconds faster
than Zwarteveen’s 1:13.5228 and Herlihy
was third fastest with a 1:14.0296.
After trailing the Alfas in earlier runs
Davidson grabbed the top spot in this
early afternoon run with a 1:15.4571 in
the Porsche, 1.2418 faster than Genis.
Callum Choi was close behind for third.
In the all Alfa run group it was a repeat of
the earlier outing with Winter posting the
fastest lap again ahead of Bentley and
Cochrane. All three improving on their
previous outing by small margins.
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1

Tim Bentley, Ricciardi Alfa TS.

2

Joe Falcone, Alfetta 2.0 Litre.

3

Chris Ralph, a newcomer to club events in
his 147 GTAm.

4

For Joe Sasso it was a frustrating day with a
hard to trace miss in the Giulia Super.

5

Tim Edwards, 75 3.0 Litre.

6

Giancarlo Ingrisciano had a rare track day
outing in the 105 GTV.

7

Club Treasurer Alan Hopla gave the 3.2
Litre GT a run.

8

Bruce Cochrane, 147 GTA.

9

Joe Sasso and Tony Raditsis talking Giulia
Supers.

10 The Choi family’s 156 TS saw double duty
on the day with both Damon and Callum
competing.
11 Tony Raditsis, Giulia Super.
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Pratt’s 1:04.8548 was his fastest lap of
the day and saw him top the time sheets
once again run with Bartley second and
Martin third in the MX5.
With a 1:08.4704 Blackwood was almost
one second faster than his nearest rival,
Soklevski who in turn had Purchas right
on the rear bumper bar of the BMW M2.
For the penultimate run for the day there
weren’t a lot of interest from competitors
so run groups were combined. At the
end of their 10 minute timed session it
was the familiar sight of Pratt’s name at
the top of the time sheets; his 1:04.9314
being over 7 second faster than Bentley’s
best and Cochrane a close third with a
1:12.7592.
12

The clubmans maintained the lead
of their group; Pratt once again the
pacesetter with a best lap of 1:05.2982,
to Bartley’s 1:11.4796, which was quick
enough for him to grab second spot and
Sticker third with a 1:11.4796.
In what seems to be the norm at club
sprint events of late, competitor numbers
dropped off after lunch although there
were still more than enough intent on
continuing their battle with the clocks
in the seemingly never ending quest for
a faster lap time. Nick Taylor’s 1:13.2918
was good enough for him to claim a win,
ahead of Hugh Harrison’s 1:15.1921 in the
GTV he was sharing on the day with Ed
Genis. Damon Choi was the third fastest
with a 1:15.4240 in the family’s 156 TS.
Blackwood claimed the fastest lap time
of his group with a 1:07.4165, with second
fastest on this occasions going to Wells
and then Purchas.

For the 22nd timed run for the day only
six cars fronted the start line up but by
the end of the 10 minutes of track time
it was the familiar sight of Pratt in the
Fraser clubman who posted the fastest
lap time, ahead of the MGB’s of Herlihy
and Rose.
As the day wound down to its eventual
finish the numbers of cars lining
up also continued to drop, perfectly
understandable
considering
the
conditions although that didn’t stop
Callum Choi from posting the fastest lap
time for the group with a 1:16.1657 to
Liam Rodda’s 1:17.3041 in the Mito and
Genis in the GTV.
The trio of Bentley, Winter and Cochrane
were the front runners of the group, once
again all three getting into the 1:12’s with
little between them. Joe Falcone was the
nearest to the leading trio and he had the
two Giulia Supers to contend with, this
time with Joe Sasso getting the better of
Tony Raditsis.

The final group, which had also been
assembled from anyone still wanting
track time this late in the day, saw fastest
lap time honours going to Soklevski in
the BMW M2 with a 1:09.0796, 3.4294
seconds faster than Winter in the 147
GTA and Tania Simpson the third fastest
with a best lap of 1:13.6534.
Although the weather conditions at
Broadford on the day were far from the
most pleasant spent, the oppressive
heat didn’t seem to deter too many from
having a go and enjoying themselves, as
they usually do, at least for part of the day
anyway. Adding the opportunity for noncompetitors to get out on the track and
participate in a few parade laps during
the day a welcome addition to the day’s
activities. Hopefully this will be repeated
at other circuits that the club visits during
2018.
Barry Edmunds
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12 Sergio Lavermicocca stayed long enough to
take in some timed runs and the parade laps
before continuing his journey back to NSW.
13 Peter Rose had a take out in an MG B, one
of his ‘other’ cars.
14 Liam Rodda, Mito QV.
15 Mark Purchas, Honda Integra.
16 Comp Sec Neil Choi and Club Treasurer
Alan Hopla found time between runs to talk
about the day’s competition.
4

19

17 Sheldon McIntosh, 156 TS.
18 Jim Taylor, GTV.
19 Don Mazzone, MG B.
20 Walter Buehler, in the deceptively quick
BMW X5M.
21 Greg Blackwood, Lexus, topped the day in
the over 2 litre Associate Class.
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The Bathurst 12-Hour Weekend

F

or a couple of years now a handful
of club members have enjoyed
tan annual pilgrimage to Mount
Panorama at Bathurst to watch the 12hour GT endurance race in early February.
This year the Group S association fielded
a full grid of cars on both Friday and
Saturday as one of the three support
categories so we were treated to the
spectacle of Alfa Romeos racing on the
mountain, a number of them driven by
our fellow club members.

Practice and qualifying started bright
and early on the Friday with 60 cars, 10
of which were Alfas, heading out on the
circuit at 7:45am. The session was red
flagged on the first lap due to an MG
stopping on the circuit. Two laps into the
recommenced session Phil Baskett ran
into trouble with loss of drive in the Alfetta
so he wasn’t able to post a competitive
time. The Alfetta was not recovered until
the lunch break, nearly four hours later.
Unfortunately Phil had chosen to pack
beer rather than a spare transaxle (room
was at a premium and one must get their
priorities right).
All was not lost however; a couple of
phone calls found a spare transaxle
located in Orange. Another casualty of
the qualifying session was Paul Chaleyer
who qualified 56th in his 105 GTV;
unfortunately just missing the cut to
make the starting grid for race one.
Race one was a real non-event. One of
the front runners ran off at the chase on
lap one and the field then just ran around
behind the safety car for the remainder
of the race. Even so four cars failed to
finish but all were expected to restart on
Saturday. This put the plan to fix Phil’s
car to bed so he joined us as a spectator
for the remainder of the weekend.
Races two and three on Saturday were
much better, with well-behaved drivers
and green flag racing. Adriano Dimauro,
in his 105 GTV, had a very good race,
battling closely with an Austin Healy
Sprite and finishing fourth of the under
2-litre cars. More bad news though in
that he had a reoccurrence of an oil
pressure issue that showed up in race
one. Despite a rebuild of the oil pump the
problem had resurfaced, with signs of
bearing material in the oil. Scratch one
more driver and another spectator joined
us on the hill. Paul Chaleyer finally got
a start in race three and he managed to
get in a couple of laps until gear selection
gremlins caused his retirement.
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1

Chris Blanden and Richard East, both
in 105 GTV’s, had trouble free runs all
weekend, completing every session and
running in close proximity to each other.
Chris probably had the upper hand here
finishing two places ahead of Richard in
both races.
The last club member running in the
support races was competition secretary
Neil Choi and he too had a trouble-free
weekend, completing all sessions. Neil
was running a stock engine so he really
suffered from lack of power up the hill
and down the long straights, but he was
however giving it a real red hot go across
the top of the mountain.
Saturday’s races were part of the event’s
international live streaming, and it
was great to see the attention that the
Alfas received. In race three Neil was
something of a media star with a couple
of minutes of air time concentrated on
his lap, (well two thirds of his lap). If Neil
hasn’t already shown you the coverage

you can find it on youtube at, https://
youtu.be/ZbWW396ny0g. It is a long
video but you can find the Group S races
starting at 1hr 47min and 7hr 15min.
Club member Trent Harrison wasn’t able
to get a start in the Group S races but he
managed to score a drive in the 12-Hour
race; not in an Alfa but in a KTM X-bow
GT4 class car which he shared with two
other drivers. The team were saddled
with some performance adjusting
measures late in the piece which involved
carrying additional ballast and a reduced
fuel tank capacity for the race. Trent’s car
managed to qualify fourth in class and
ran competitively with the class leaders
for most of the day.
By Alan Hopla
1 Adriano Di Mauro mixing it with some of the big
boys.
2 A bunch of Alfas. 105 Richard East, 15 Chris
Blanden, 3 Neil Choi.
3 Neil Choi dicing with a NSW Alfetta.
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Insure your
love for less
Spend less on your insurance and more on your obsession
•
•
•
•

Speak to specialist staff who share your passion
Select your own repairer and receive a lifetime guarantee on authorised repairs
Flexible premium options and agreed value to protect the value of your investment
To find out more visit us online: www.lsvinsurance.com.au

Call 133 578 today to see how much you could save
Lumley Special Vehicles is a trading name of WFI Insurance Limited (ABN 24 000 036 279 AFSL 241461). Any advice is general only and doesn’t consider your needs. Before acting on it, consider if it is right for you by reading the Product Disclosure Statement
available at www.lsvinsurance.com.au.
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TZ1 Taking Shape

I

n 1963, after a long gestation period,
Alfa Romeo unveiled the TZ model,
to re-launch the company’s sporting
image. The T stood for Tubolare and the Z
for Zagato (as in Tubular Zagato).
Zagato obviously had a few more ideas
for the TZ with plans drawn up for a
number of variations on the same theme,
including a Barchetta model.
Designated as Type 105.11 with engine
type AR00511, the TZ was powered by the
standard 4-cylinder, in-line 1570cc twin
cam engine from the Giulia range and
had a wheelbase of 2200mm.

The TZ’s chassis was constructed from
small-diameter steel tubing while the
motor, gearbox and other components
came from the Giulia with the rest
designed and made at Portello and
then delivered to Autodelta where the
cars were built under the direction of
Autodelta boss Carlo Chiti.
The rear suspension was independent
with in-board disc brakes. The TZ also
used elektron, a very light alloy used
almost exclusively in racing cars. A
noticeable feature of the TZ was that
the motor was tilted 16 degrees to
achieve a lower bonnet line which
involved redesigning the sump and the
transmission bell housing.

There were two TZ models produced TZ1 which featured a wet sumped motor
and an aluminium body and TZ2 which
had a dry sumped motor. Two of the TZ2’s
had aluminium bodies while the rest had
fibreglass bodies.
Many years ago there were two TZ’s in
Australia, both in Melbourne, a TZ1 owned
by Neil Marsden and a TZ2 owned by
Royce Fullard. Both cars were eventually
acquired by the same person in America
where they have been for many years. It
was found that this TZ2 was in fact a very
late model TZ1 that had been used as a
prototype for the TZ2. Both of these cars
have quite a fascinating history behind
them but it would be a very challenging
project indeed to unravel that history
properly. More recently there was a TZ1
in Australia that had been built up from
genuine TZ components around thirty
years ago but it has since found a new
home in Europe.
For quite a few years Vyv Hirons,
club member, long-time Alfa Romeo
enthusiasts and the man behind Art on
Wheels, a Ringwood-based company
specialising in vehicle restoration, had
fancied owning a TZ. The scarcity of
genuine TZ’s on the market and the not
insignificant amount of money involved
in acquiring a real one - as distinct from
a more readily available and affordable
replica/recreation - had put paid to this
idea a long time ago.
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In view of the scarcity and cost of a
genuine TZ Vyv decided that if he wanted
a TZ his only realistic option would be to
make one so he started searching for
and acquiring TZ parts. Over the past 18
years he has managed to amass quite an
extensive collection of genuine TZ parts;
many of them - ranging from wheels,
doors, rear boot lid to a dashboard coming from former TZ1 owner Neil
Marsden’s own collection and a few parts
coming from the most unlikely of places.
That he was able to locate a genuine TZ
sump from within Australia perhaps the
most surprising find of all, especially
considering the scarcity of TZ’s real or
otherwise in Australia at any time over
the past five decades.
A Japanese enthusiast had owned two
TZ’s, plus a spare chassis and when the
two cars were sold the spare chassis
was then acquired by an American
serviceman stationed in Japan at the
time who took the chassis back to the US
where it sat unused and untouched for
40 years. Two years ago, through a friend
of a friend, Vyv was able to borrow this
‘spare’ chassis which became the basis
of his TZ1 project.

3

The chassis currently sits in a jig on a
bench in his workshop, while waiting for
Vyv to finish off a few customer’s projects
before he can get around to finding the
time to finish off his own TZ.
So far Vyv has managed to complete most
of the aluminium body work, using a buck
built from original full scale drawings,
to replicate the distinctive shape and
curves of the TZ. Vyv has found that his
experience gained from many years of
restoring classic cars, many of them with
aluminium bodywork, is now being put to
good use with his TZ project.
Vyv is reluctant to put a finish date to his
TZ project; “It will be finished when it is
finished.”
By Barry Edmunds
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1 Vyvian Hirons.
2 The TZ1’s chassis is an intricate network of
small diameter steel tubing.
3 Part of the time involved in the TZ1 project
is ensuring that the final result is correct
with attention to detail to make sure all
the curves, nooks and crannies follow the
original design to the nth degree.
4 Tilting the motor over by 16 degrees, to
achieve a lower bonnet line, also meant redesigning the bellhousing to counteract the
16 degree tilt.
5 The distinctive Kamm tail of the TZ.
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FCA Sitting On The
Electrification Fence

S

peaking at the North American
International Auto Show, in what
may well be one of his last media
addresses before he retires, FCA CEO
Sergio Marchionne has reiterated
the company’s stance on electrified
vehicles, and the technology that other
manufacturers are claiming will result in
self-driving vehicles as early as 2019.
Marchionne was unapologetic in his
address, making it clear that, unlike other
brands claiming some form of driverless
vehicle capability within the next few years,
FCA will not be adopting electrification or
self-driving vehicles any time soon.
Marchionne said he was not yet convinced
that the pursuit of autonomy and
electrified vehicles made business sense,
and had a stab at the brands that are
taking a different approach.
“I don’t know of a guy or an entity or an
organisation who is making money out of
selling electric vehicles,” he said.
“I’ve heard all the announcements
especially at shows like this, and whenever
we go to auto shows the intensity with
which we make these proclamations
is without explanation. We can’t fool
ourselves into talking about a reality we
don’t understand, so these proclamations
about the advent of electrification and
the inevitable association of artificial
intelligence are all things that are, at best,
conjecture.”
It is widely known that the path of selfdriving cars will not be obstructed by
technological constraints but by the
legislation necessary to unleash them into
the wild. Marchionne said the delay would
be far longer than many are speculating.
“The reference to the fact that these
autonomous vehicles run the risk of being
weaponised is one additional risk that will
come up in the dialogue from us and the
regulators about how to implement the
technology in these cars.”
“That process, even by itself, is a lot
longer than people forecasted. So when
people document the fact that we’ll have
robotised cars on the road by 2019, it may
be physically true in the sense that there
are five vehicles out there, but we sell 17.5
million vehicles in this country a year.”
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Until potential volumes of autonomous
or semi-autonomous cars can reach
a profitable tipping point, Marchionne
explained that FCA vehicles would be
piloted by flesh and blood, leaving other
brands to explore the unchartered
territory.
“The question is, is the preponderance of
vehicles going to be robotised vehicles,
and the answer is no. Are the majority
of them going to be electrified, and the
answer is no. I will continue to repeat that
I am technology neutral,” he said.
As for electrification, Marchionne made
no specific reference to Australia’s unique
automotive landscape, but with zero
buyer and owner incentives for electrified
vehicles and meagre infrastructure, local
prospects are likely to fall under a similar
umbrella as in the US.
According to Marchionne, Europe has
better prospects for adopting electric
cars, but market potential in continental
Europe was not enough for the company
to make EV commitments while the United
States is responsible for its predominant
sales volume.
“Strangely enough, as a component the
powertrain structure is going to become
a lot more relevant in Europe than it is
in the US, and much faster. So making
an announcement at the Detroit auto
show that we’re going to have X number
of vehicles electrified in the future may
be true, but is it a wise economic thing to
say? And the answer is probably not.”
“Is there any guarantee that we are
creating a new economic policy that is
effectively sustainable and is defensible
going forward, and the answer is no.”
When asked how the company intended
to meet increasingly strict emissions
regulations in Europe if it consistently
abstained from EV and hybrid models,
Marchionne said FCA products would
continue to be powered by combustion
powertrains until an obvious alternative
prevailed.
“We have refused to engage in public
declarations of our love or lack of love for
electrification simply given the fact that
we remain agnostic on the choice and
we want to be absolutely free to choose
whatever is most appropriate in the
circumstances.”

Far from being dismissive of carbon
reduction plans, Marchionne said the
company was striving to cut its vehicle’s
CO2 emissions, but said he wasn’t
convinced electric cars were the best
approach.
“We don’t have a gun to our head. We do
have very clear emission ambitions that
are totally consistent with regulations in
sight. The choice of electrical by itself may
not be the answer. I don’t think we have
answered the CO2 issue on electric. We
just haven’t.”
In the worst case, the FCA head said its
more polluting models would simply be
pulled from European showrooms and,
in a statement of apparent defiance,
Marchionne said the tight EU standards
were nearing an impossible level.
“[FCA Europe] will stop selling cars,” he
said. “The great thing about Europe is
that the punitive side associated will not
comply. It’s so hard that it’s not working.
We’ll just stop selling cars. It’s the only
way you can do it. The fines associated with
non-compliance… I’ve got a compliance
officer and we’ve gone through this. It ain’t
pretty. It really is not nice.”
Marchionne concluded by saying he
believed such drastic action would not
become a reality, and acknowledged that
electrification will become mandatory in
Europe.
While that means the future of FCA’s
model line-up is safe in the US and most
likely Australia, for now, Europe’s strict
carbon rules may soon mark ground-zero
for the start of FCA’s electrified future.
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Sunday Morning Drive to Noojee

Auto Italia Canberra

Sunday 18 March

Saturday 14th April

Social Secretary Ari Semertzidis is inviting all club members to join
him on a Sunday Morning Drive that will take in areas of Gippsland
and conclude with lunch in Noojee.

This year’s Auto Italia will be held at a new venue, Pialligo Estate
Canberra (close to the Canberra Airport) and, again this year,
a number of club members will be travelling to the national capital
for this iconic Italian car and bike event.

th

Time:

8.30 am for 9.00 am departure.

Where:

Blue Turtle Café,
222 Main St, Lilydale

Final details of the drive are yet to be confirmed but expect a midmorning refreshment stop at the excellent Gladysdale Bakehouse
at Yarra Junction.
All up this promises to be an enjoyable 3-hour drive which will
conclude with lunch at the Noojee Pub. A function room has been
booked for the lunch gathering at the Pub.
Note: Please arrive at the start point on time (or earlier) so that you
have time to enjoy a coffee with other participants before the drive
gets under way.
If anyone is running late, contact Ari and meet up for morning tea
at 10.30am.
For catering purposes lunch bookings are essential. RSVP 17th March.
Contact: Ari Semertzidis, Social Secretary
Mobile: 0407 714 418 Email: 105register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Whether you have attended Auto Italia previously, or this will be
your first time, any club member/s planning on travelling to
Canberra for the event are cordially invited to join the convoy in a
group drive which will start from the car park at the Shell Service
Centre on the Hume Freeway at Donnybrook.
Start time: 7.30am for 8.00am departure. (Breakfast optional)
Where: 		 Shell Service Centre/McDonalds Car Park
		 1175 Hume Freeway, (Cnr Donnybrook Road, Donnybrook)
Participants can be assured of a relaxing trip in good company with
a number of refreshment stops along the way.
Saturday Dinner in Canberra
In previous years Victorian Club members have usually enjoyed a
meal in the restaurant precinct in Manuka on the Saturday evening.
Arrangements will be confirmed prior to the weekend.
Entrants in Auto Italia are required to have their vehicles in position
in the display area between 8.30 and 9.30 am. Other than those
vehicles receiving awards, no vehicles are to be moved from the
display area during the event.
For more information about Auto Italia 2018 please check the
following link. http://www.autoitaliacanberra.com/
For further information about the drive and or Auto Italia, please contact:
Malcolm Muir
Mobile: 0430 339 552 Email: malfa33@gmail.com

Workshop Visit to Art on Wheels

Visit to Fox Museum

Saturday 21 April

Saturday 28th April

For anyone interested in purchasing, maintaining or the taking on
the ambitious task of restoring an Alfa Romeo, this visit to Art on
Wheels in Ringwood will be a great opportunity to learn from club
member Vyvian Hirons, one of the most experienced in the field
and a man with a wealth of experience in the restoration of Alfa
Romeos.

Club members are invited to view the amazing Fox Classic Car
Collection containing over 50 of the world’s rarest and most
prestigious vehicles, a collection gathered over a 30-year period by
Melbourne trucking magnate Lindsay Fox.

st

Location:

Time:

Art on Wheels
Factory 2, 11 Pilgrim Court
Ringwood
1.00 pm to 3.00 pm.

Aside from the stunning array of Bentley, Ferrari, Jaguar, Porsche,
Rolls-Royce, the Fox Collection also includes one of the largest
collections of Mercedes Benz in the Southern Hemisphere.
Included in the Fox Collection are cars previously owned by such
notable people as Beatles drummer Ringo Starr, famed singer and
actor Bing Crosby and Australian motor racing legend Bob Jane.

Due to the usual constraints related to workshop visits there is a
limit on numbers for this visit so it is essential that any interested
members book early.

This is a collection of vehicles steeped in history and includes oneoff prototypes and some that dreams are surely made of and is
guaranteed to stir the imagination of any car enthusiast.

RSVP: 20 April. Bookings:

Check out the Fox Museum website at http://www.foxcollection.org.au

Contact: Colin Thomas, 900 Series Register Captain
Mobile: 0407 090 826 or Email: 900register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Time:

10.00 am

Location:

Fox Classic Car Collection
749-755 Collins Street, Docklands

Note:
As there is limited parking available on site public transport might
be an option as the Fox Museum is only a short walk from Southern
Cross station.
Bookings are essential and cost is $10.00 per head.
Contact: Colin Thomas
Mobile: 0407 090 826 or Email: 900register@alfaclubvic.org.au
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Sunday Morning Drive to Trentham East

Workshop Visit to Mauceri Motors

29 April

Busso Night - Friday 11th May

An open invitation to all owners of Giuliettas, Giulia & 4C’s, as well
as owners of any other Alfa Romeo, to join Max Maltese, Current
Model Register Captain (and Giulietta Owner’s Group) for a pleasant
Sunday Drive through Victoria’s countryside and lunch at a country
pub.

Visits to the workshops that are so supportive of the club and its
members have not only become an integral part of the club’s activities
each year but, vey importantly, they are a wonderful source of
information, service and advice to members seeking advice about their
favourite Alfa Romeo.

Time:
Where:

Mauceri Motors is one such workshop that has long been a very strong
supporter of the club and another visit to their Meriton Place, Clayton
premises in Clayton has been arranged so any interested club member
can look forward to an informative and entertaining evening.

th

8am
Avington Lifestyle Community
50 Saltwater Promenade Point Cook

After breakfast in the Community Centre, the drive will start from
the Community Centre car park at 9am and head towards Trentham.
There will be a short break at the halfway point in the drive in
Meredith for coffee/tea and a snack (or refreshments of your own
choice).
This is sure to be an enjoyable drive travelling over a variety of Alfa
Romeo-friendly roads.
Lunch, costing $35, will be a 3-course Sunday Roast at The Pig &
Whistle in Trentham East.
Drinks will be available at bar prices. Bookings are essential.
Contact: Max Maltese
Mobile: 0411 172 834 Email: currentregister@alfaclubvic.org.au

Start time:
Location:

7.00pm.
Mauceri Motors, 9 Meriton Place Clayton

On this occasion the visit will
concentrate on Alfa’s fabulous V6
Busso engine, regarded by many as
the sweetest sounding Alfa Romeo
motor of all time.
Aside from the V6 Busso engine there
will also be some modern era Alfa
Romeos, including GT, 147 and 156
and their respective GTA variants,
present on the night to provide the ideal opportunity for owners of any
of these models to discuss the purchase, vehicle improvements or
servicing advice from Seby and Corrado.
Of particular interest to members who compete in club competition
events is setting up a car for the best performance. Corner weight
measurement is an important element in this performance equation
so a GT V6 will be on hand to demonstrate suspension adjustments and
how they can be made to improve performance.
There is a limit of 35 spots on the night so, for catering purposes,
bookings are essential so please book early.
Contact: Claude Botti
Mobile: 0418 540 016 Email: 116register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Café Society Gathering
Sunday 13th May
Club members and visitors are invited to attend a breakfast
gathering at Tiamo Coffee Restaurant, organised by Vintage and
Classic Series Register captain Ron Loccisano.
This breakfast gathering will be one of a number of similar events
planned for 2018 at this excellent eatery. All club members and
visitors most welcome to attend and enjoy a pleasant Sunday
morning breakfast with fellow club members.
Time:

8.00 am sharp

Where:

Tiamo’s Coffee Restaurant
303-307 Lygon Street, Carlton

Free parking is available close to the venue and good food in a great
atmosphere is assured.
Bookings essential.
Contact: Colin Thomas, 900 Series Register Captain
Mobile: 0418 565 700 Email: vintageclassic@alfaclubvic.org.au
Hope to see you all there on the morning.

Membership Application Form
Surname:

Given Name:

Partner’s Surname:

Given Name:

Name(s) of Children under 18 years of age and Date of Birth required for Family Membership.
Name:

D.O.B:

Name:

D.O.B:

Name:

D.O.B:

Name:

D.O.B:

Postal Address:
Suburb:

State:
BH:

Phone AH:

Postcode:

Email:

Mobile:

If you reside in one of our Regional Chapters, please tick box:

Alpine

Goldfields

Gippsland

The Club is compiling a register of Alfa Romeos throughout Australia. This will enable us to keep track of cars as they change owners
and, over time, we may be able to give you a history of your car. By law, all cars issued with VicRoads Club Permits must be listed
on the Club Register. You must list at least one Alfa Romeo you own to be entitled to full membership of the Club, otherwise only
Associate Membership will be issued. Associate membership is limited to 10% of the total membership of the Club.
Year

Model

Colour

Rego #

Engine Capacity

Engine #

Chassis #

(Please attach a separate list if you have additional vehicles)
I wish to submit my application for membership of the Alfa Romeo Owners Club of Australia (Victoria Division) Inc. If accepted, I agree
to abide by the constitution and rules of the Club, and the Club’s Code of Conduct which may be viewed at www.alfaclubvic.org.au
Your personal information contained here will only be used for internal club use, but may be released to members who are not officebearers under the Corporations Act, such as Event Organisers, Register Captains and Regional Chapter Co-ordinators.
Please indicate here if you do not wish this information to be released.
Signature:

Date:

Please forward to AROCA (Vic) Inc, PO Box 216, Camberwell Vic 3124 with your Cheque or Money Order for $80.00 (Single)
$95.00 (Family), $40 Concessional, (GST included.), or fill out the credit card details below.
Note: Concessional Membership is only available to holders of Pension Concession, Health Care Cards and Full Time Students.
Evidence must be provided with your membership application
Please charge to my Credit Card (VISA: M/C)
Amount: $
Credit Card:
Name on Card:
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Type of Card:
/

/

/

Expiry Date:

Zagame Autobody
Alfa Romeo Approved Collision Repairer

Zagame Autobody
Australia’s only Alfa Romeo
Approved Collision Repairer
Zagame 24hr Emergency
Assistance:
Phone: 1300 000 ZAG (924)
Enquiries & Request a Quote:
Phone: 03 9046 1499
Web: zag.com.au/autobody
facebook.com/zagameautobody

Uncompromising service begins with the question;
“What more can we do for you?”.
At Zagame Automotive, we have the perfect answer
- a new Autobody experience.
With our specialised expertise, extensive quality control,
and exclusive use of genuine parts and Alfa Romeo
Approved repair procedures, your vehicle will be treated
to the very best in Alfa Romeo Certified workmanship.
Awarded the 2016 National Best Panel Shop, our stateof-the-art facility will provide you with unparalleled
commitment to exceptional refinishing quality - a level
of expertise never before experienced in Australia.
For all enquiries, contact Zagame Autobody today.
Zagame Autobody understands that you drive no ordinary
car. That’s why you deserve no ordinary service.
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OF THE YEAR
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AUSTRALIA’S NO.1
ALFA ROMEO DEALER
The Alfa Romeo brand is synonymous
with automotive experience and the
team at Zagame pride themselves on
providing the highest service experience
and customer care possible.

Factory capped price servicing.
Factory trained technicians.
Complimentary current loan cars.
Complimentary wash and vacuum.

We welcome you to experience the difference at Zagame Alfa Romeo.
ZAGAME ALFA ROMEO | 348 Swan St, Richmond | Tel. 03 8416 0800
ZAG.COM.AU/ALFAROMEO | FACEBOOK.COM/ZAGAMEAUTOMOTIVE
Capped price service available at Zagame Alfa Romeo only. Service booking essential to receive complimentary loan car – please book by calling
(03) 8416 0800 or go to www.zag.com.au. Complimentary wash and vacuum on all cars scheduled for servicing. Offer valid at Zagame Alfa Romeo
Richmond LMCT 9479.

